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SYNOPSIS 

The   Horns   Refinery plays a vital   role  in the national 
economy  af Syrian Arab  Republic  and it  is,  therefore, 
essential  that  the   Refinery achieves the   longest  sustained 
throughput  run   possible  and  shutdown,   inspection   and 
repairs  are  kept to a   minimum.     This  objective   can   be 
achieved   only through,  a  well  conceived  system of  equipment 
inspection,   sound   recording  system optimum maintenance 
materia]   inventory control  and  trained  engineers  to ensure 
that  adequate  and  necessary repairs  are   done   at   proper time. 
The   activities    Ujring  tht   confract   period wor», the ref ore , 
directed  "towards  introducing  such  -/system after identifying 
the   existing  problems   c xmec'i ed  with  mechanical   inspection 
and  preventive   maintenance   in  the   Refint ry. 

Horns  Refinery La nage meni  has not   been   able  to establish a 
sound mechanical   :'. n* . -e et i )n  and   preventive  maintenance 
systems  due" to' various  constraints. ""Suitable   systems  were, 
therefore,   developed  tailored ta  the   local  needs  and 
implemented with full   cooperation   of  the   Management. 

Mechanical  Inspection   recording   system  has  been   introduced 
in  two units  and work   on the  third  initiated.     In  the  areas 
of  PM 25% of  rotating equipment   in  the   Refinery h^ve   been 
covered   by tht   new system.     These   will  act  as   'model   cases' 
for covering the   whole   Refinery under the   new system. 

The   counterpart  engineers and  other technicians and  workmen 
have   been  trained and   guided  in  tht   implementation   of the 
system. ~" 

Additional equipment,   testing facilities  and   changes  in 
the   organisational   set-up h*?ve   been  recommended after 
discussion with the  Horns Management.     Schedules,   code  of 
practice   and recommended procedure   in the  field  of 
inspection  and maintenance  have   also been developed /provided 
whe re ve r ne cc ssary. 

Advice   on  materials,   inspection,   maintenance   and  other 
problems  was  rendered  during May   '75 shutdown  and  also  on 
problems   ^rising  out   of day-to-day work. 

The  improvement  in  maximising production and in  optimising 
maintenance   cost  can   only be   achieved  if the   new system 
is introduced for all the  units and then  sustained  in 
future,     in achieving this goal,   a three   step programme 
consisting of  a)  training of engineers,   b)   interaction 
with specialist  group and c)  maintenance  and  management 
training  of  Heads and Asst.  Heads   of  concerned Departments 
has  been   recommended. 
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1.0 ¡INTRODUCTION 

1.1 

N 

1.2 

1.3 

At present the Syrian Arab Republic  has only one  oil Refinery 
at Homs to meet the  demand?  of  its  petroleum products.     The 
capacity of the  Refiner/  's  .-.Aivu/yca-  cruce   oil throughput 
to which  two more,   units will   be  added in the   recent future 
thus increasing the  throughput to A .6  MT/year.     This 
Refinery plays a  vital  rol'    in the   whole  national economy 
and it  is,  therefore extrañe ly important that  the  Refinery 
is run  without  interruptions  to achieve  the   longest 
sustain; throu; ;ipu t   run 

To achieve  this objective   it  is necessary to ensure that 
such services  as  mechanical  inspection  and  preventive 
maintenance   are   adequate.     Since  local expertise   in these 
fields  is United  UNIDO assistance   to advise   and assist 
the  Minitgeiïientt   ~>f  the   lioms  Refinery on the   organisation 
and development  of  mechanical  inspection  and  preventive 
maintenance   services was  sought by Syrian Arab Republic. 
In pursuance   of the  requirements for the   services  of an 
organisation with necessary backstopping and  supervision, 
UNIDO awarded the   contract   to EIL(CSO),  which has necessary 
expertise in this  field,   for  providing the   assistance. 

The   scope  of  services included: 

a)  identify existing problems regarding mechanical 
inspection and   preventive  maintenance  at the   Refinery; 

iO 

c) 

prepare  a  programme  for mechanical inspection  and 
preventive  maintenance  in  order to ensure   that all the 
units of the   Refinery are   running at maximum efficiency; 
the   programme   shall  be   based on  modern techniques 
adapted to  loco.1  conditions; 

prepare  an    ; rivide   "Codes of Practices'1,   "Manuals" and 
"Standards"  in   the  various fields of maintenance, 
planning,   mechanical  inspection,   recording,   corrosion 
control,   welding,   painting,   refractories,   etc.  essential 
for the   smooth   and efficient  running of the   Refinery; 

d) assist  in the   execution   of the   above  programme  for 
mechanical inspection   and preventive  maintenance; 

e) assist in the   organization of a  .Mechanical  Inspection 
Unit  and  a Preventive  Maintenance  Unit  at the   Refinery; 

f) train  counterc-nrt engineers until they arc  fully 
competent to take   charge   of the   above  units; 

For the   performance   of  the   above   scope   of  work EIL(CSO) 
provided two experts at Project Site,   one   on  maintenance 
(Team Leader)  for a period  of 3 months and another on 
mechanical  inspection for a  period   of 4 months.     Back- 
stopping and supervision  services during the  period of 

•. / t • 
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assignment were  provided  by EIL(CSO)  from the   Home  Office 
at New Delhi  and also by two visits  by experts from 
EIL(CSO)   at  the  Project Site. 

1.4 This report  is the   final   .report  covering the  work  of the 
Contractor's  p? rsonnel  at  !:oms   Refinery  (Project Site) 
during the   period   of   assignment.     The   report  deals with 
the   problem?   identified  in  the   Mechanical  Inspection  and 
Preventive  Maintenance,   to<~   steps tak«";n  to  introduce   a 
sound  re cordini 2  syste¡    on  tho   a hove   areas,   progress and 
the   training   given   to   -:.'\<   refinery perso nel   in  the 
implementation   of   the   nr ; s/vM.-o.     The   report   deals with 
the   future  need?  and   ree jmmends the   steps needed  for the 
Refinery to have  an  effective   and economical  maintenance 
system.     The   report   also  outlines the   additional   assistance 
given to the   Refinery Management in  the  field  of mechanical 
inspection  and  PM durinj the   period  of  assignment. 

£•0        £RELIMINAHY SECTION 

2.1 Physical  facilities  and  organisation   of  Horns Petroleum 
Complex  is given  below: 

2.1.1 The  Horns  Refinery Complex  consists essentially of  Refinery 
I of 1.6 million ton  per year built  in  1959 and  Refinery 
II of  1.0 million  ton  per year,   which was added on  in 
1968.     A further two million  ton per year capacity is 
being added and this is in the  form of two topping units 
of  1 million  ton  per year each.    The   original  two units 
were  built  by CHEPOS of Czechoslovakia  and the  two units 
currently being constructed are  by INGECO of  Italy and 
CHEPOS  of Czechoslovakia. 

2.1.2 Refinery I  consists  of a  combination  Topping and Vacuum 
Distillation  Unit   (10),   an Unifiner Platformer  (200)   and 
a   Treating Unit  (12).    All units in this Refinery are 
in  operation  except  the  De salter and  some  parts of the 
Treating Section,   which were   damaged during the  war. 

2.1.3 Refinery II   consists  of  a  Crude Distillation Unit   (100), 
Vacuum Distillation  Unit   vl9),   Vaoor Recovery & Merox 
Treating,   Kero HDS   (14),   Light Coker 3as Oil  HDS,   Heavy 
Caker   Mos Oil  JDS,   Steam Refornr r,   H2S Treating,   Sulphur 
Unit  and  Delayed Coker  (11).     Of these   only the   Crude 
Distillation,   Vacuum Distillation,   LT Gas Oil  HDS and Merox 
Treater are   in  opération.     The   rest   of the   units  had  been 
damaged during the   war.     Reconstruction  has  been entrusted 
to CHEPOS.     The LT  Has Oil  HDS Unit  has  been  modified to 
process Kero   since   Ke ro requirements  are   more   pressing. 

2.1.4 The  Refinery Complex has water treatment plants and power 
house  for utilities  production.     The  Refinery also has its 
own  oxygen /ni trogen  production  unit. 



2.1.5    The  organisational set-up of the Refinery administration 
is as follows: 

General Man aar-r 

Te c h; i i e ¿1   ¡A a n í O Cí ] 

°E^;^n&    Planing    C-m^rce ¡  onance    .Administration 
Atenei        Manager      ^n;.e:   ! f.fcnaqer        Manaaer 

engineering 
Manager 

\ Inspection    Maintenance  Elettri- i inJtru- 

2.2.4 

r. .   * - ,   -    i     Civil    Powor 
Chief Engr        cal        |    ment        Engg.     House 

Technical 
Office 

2.2        ¿ontractor^s personnel at Project S^te 

2.2.1     R. Shivakumar,  PM Specialist arrived  at Project  Site  on 
March 7 for a 8 months assignment at  Project Sitf(He 
is scheduled to complete   his assignment ¿n Nov.   6,'  1975). 

22,2    A¿rilSp4tr?¿7^ífical, Inspection Specialist arrived  on 
Augìst^i,   1975?       COmpleted 4  months to^ of duty on 

2,2,3 STD^ïI ?iti;- nï°? Hld*vi^is by *ad office was •* 
P-T  ri,,ï:      ÎÎ a'   H.a^ of CGntral Services Organisation  in ExL during the  period April 6  to April 14.     After studv of 
-che   system by him and tnat made  by the  Team Lead«        Y 

nr5e"íir  ï1?.0"8^0!? WRr    h*ld '^th the top Management 
pe.san .31 of  Horns  ^finery  and the  objectives and  outline 
of   ite   programme  vue re finalised, 

The   second of the   field visits  by Headquarters  specialists 

jc-t.4,   i97o.     Dr Lahiri   reviewed progress of work    insoeeted 
systems established and  its operàio? and also^diicÌSsÌd 
with Manager oi  the  Engineering Ccptt.   regarding  Refinery« e 
appraisal  of the work done,   and their future neédsin * 
training programmes. 

./.. 
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2.3 Horns Management Cooperation 

2.3.1 Mr S.Drouby,   Engineering Manager showed keen  interest in 
the  development  of Mechanical Inspection and PM systems 
and provided necessary facilities for the  services 
established. 

2.3.2 Mr Z.Sibai  and Mr  G.Hayek took  active   interest  in  the 
implementation  of Inspection Recording and  PM  systems and 
also  other recommend-'tions pertaining to pechan i e--11 inspect- 
ion   and PM. 

2.3.3 Horns Management  expressed their appreciation   of  the work 
done  and felt that  it  has helped them by stimulating their 
interest in  the  new procedures,   which they feel  will assist 
in  better operation.'   They realise  th^t the   success of  the 
programme  would  depend  on  its  continued application and 
deve lopment. 

2.3.4 Services  of  one  engineer and workman for Mechanical 
Inspection  and  two mechanics for PM were  allocated to help 
in the  programmes. 

2.4 Mechanical  Inspection  & Preventive Maintenance 

2.4.1 

* 

Mechanical  Inspection 
of a  re cord ir 

..  r- -  -••     -  tor d 
The  problem has  been   compounded 
of engineers  in-charge   for   supervision  ._,,,~ 
a retrievable   systematic  recording  system, 
systems were  developed and  implemented. 

identified. In the  initial  period  problem areas were 
and  PM systems were   somewhat 

haphazard due   to  lack  of a  recording  system with 
attendent  procedures and  standards 
"*"' hi om    hac     honn     rimri-innHprl     h,y 

or data  interpretation, 
lack   of   continuity 

and the   absence   of 
Suitable 

2.4.2    Mechanical, Irispe ctjon 

2.4.2.1 A modified and proven  recording system tailored 
to the   needs   of  the   Moms  Refinery was finalised 
and introduced.   Two  of the  units,   unit  10 and  unit 
11 were   covered  by trie   system.     Inspection personnel 
were   made  fully c   nversant with the  new system and 
are  now competent  to extend this  system to the 
rest  of the'units.     7/ork  on unit  100  is now in 
progress and  the  Inspection Deptt.   has  ¿»greed 
to enter the   data   collected during the   May '75 
shutdown  in  the   c-Tds. 

2.4.2.2 Shutdown  inspection  procedures,   plans and 
organisation  have   been discussed and recommendations 
given. 

2.4.2.3 A suggestion  has  been  made for a  changed organis- 
ational  structure  and this has been  accepted by 
Horns Management in principle. 

à 
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2.4.7 

2.5 

2.4.3    Preventive  Maintenance   (To) 

2.4.3.1 

2.4.3.2 

In  the   ara   of   Pe.. for rotating equipment,   a 
recording  syst err  /vas Je vi sc ri   md  introduced for 
five   units,   10,   x4,   lv,   101 and  20O,   covering 
about  13) pic oco   of  equipment  which  is  about 
25^ of   the   rotatine]  equipment   in  the   refinery 
(excluding the  two  units  under  construction). 

A  small   group  of  mechanics have  been trained in 
the  operation  of  the  Pi.', system and  additional 
equipment needs were formulated. 

That the need for  such systematic procedures  of  PM and 
inspection   and a   sound  recording system is  essential, 
has been  recognized  by the   concerned  personnel. 

2.4.5 Throughout  the  projent  period emphasis  has  been   placed  on 
exchange  of  ideas,   explanation  of  reasons for decisions 
and imparting procedures und techniques to local  personnel, 
The  May  '75  shutdown  was  utilised  for joint   study. 

2.4.6 Equipment  needs  laboratory facilities and library 
facilities  wer.   studied  and   recommendations  Made  to 
bring these   unto   date to meet  the   needs  of  the   Refinery. 

Several   codes  of   practice   and  recommended 
been  prepared and  handed  over to the   e-pe.e 

pr o ce du re   have 
Management. 

During the   period   of  assignment   considerable  progrese   has 
been  made   in  implementing  the   fieMianica]   inspection  ¿nd 
Piv' systems which  will work   as a de mon so retían  model for 
enlarging   the  svstem to +' e   rest   of  the   Refinery.     Progress 
would  have   been'still moie   but   for the  dLff inities in 
communication with most  or   the .ai'f m English and the 
difficulties  of   the   Refinery iv,an age ment  "to  assign   people 
on  lone« term  basis t-• ehe   Contractor's  team  in   the  initial 
st ages. 

sonn11  ;•..< 
el  that 

chanical  Inspection 
the  recommended 

To  get  the   full   ceno fie   or   , 
and PM systems,   it  is o seen 
systems  are   implemented in   full  and  updated  from time to 
time   based  on experiences  of   :-h:;is  Refinery and  refineries 
in  other countries where   such systems exist.     This will 
need   (a)   a   change   in  philosophy of  the   Horns  Management 
from   'fire   fighting'   maintenance  to   'organised' 
maintenance   (b)   n   change  in  the  altitude   of  the  engineers 
and workmen who   .-re  tuned to the   present  system   (c) 
continuing  contact with the   systems  as developed and 
modified in  other refineries  'Xitsi ie  Syria   by periodic 
visit/training and   (d)   interaction  with outside   specialists 
in these  fields  through periodic visits  of  the   specialists 
to Horns  R>finery and   (c) maintaining a  link with a developed 
organisation for  complementing own efforts  and  introduction 
of new developments. , 

3.0        ¡yjECHAillGAL. INSPECTIONI 

3.1 recording System 

3.1.1    In modem  industries  plant  inspection,   which was  in early 
days  associated   mainly with  safety,   plays  a   vital   role   in 
maintenance   and  productivity.     To prevent  unscheduled 
breakdowns   of  filants  and equipment,   the  practice   of 
scheduled  inspection  and   on--s+ream inspection   is  essential 
The   function   of   inspection    iocs  not  end with taking 
measurements.     It  is  essential  that  a   proper easily 
retrievable   recording  system  is  maintained   so that 
inspection  is  in   a   position  to  confidently advise   on 
schedule,   p." an,   forecast  and   analyse   problems to  take 
corrective  measures  in  time   to keep the   refinery running 
at maximum efficiency. 

% 

3.1.2    The  first  major step identified  in  Mechanical  Inspection 
was the   recording  system.     Accordingly,   e   sound   proven 
recording  system modified  to  local  needs was  finalised 
and  introduced  in   consultation  with  Horns  Management. 

3.1,3     The   system  (Annexure  A)   consists   of   a^  Unit  Index  Inspection 
Scheme   Card,   b)   History Card,   c)   Field  Observations Sheet 
and d)   ¿quipment   Data  Carl.     In   devising the  system,   all 
equipments  have   been   classified  into  heaters,   columns  and 
vessels,   heat  e xchang. rs/coolers '''condensers,   piping,   safety 
valves,   tanks  and  lifting  tools  and tackles  and  individual 
cards,   as  aoove,   prepared  f ,"  each, equipment.     Indicative 
sketch  of  equipment,   along   vit h   critical   points  where 
measurements ar- be   Laken,   are  included  in  data  card. 

3.1.4 

3.1.5 

/(unit 
100) 

Index  inspection  Sce.cmc   Cord  indicates   by means  of  a   colour 
scheme,   the   date s   of  or vi ou s inspection as well  as  of the 
next   inspection  when doe.     Similarly,   History Card  gives 
at a   gl an ce,   the   start,  up,   ve ri ou s periods  of  downtime 
including emergency breakdown,   scheduled  shutdowns and 
idle   periods. 

Detailed procedures for data  recording and   interpretation 
laid down and the  system as  a whole has been  regularly 
discussed and explained to  Inspection Engineers during 
implementation.     Horns management  desired maintenance   of 
the   system in English except the   history cards where 
the  entries will  be   in Arabic and the   system has  been 
implemented accordingly. 

As desired  by Horns Management,   implementation  in  Unit  10 
and Unit 11 were  taken  up and  both the  units have   been 
fully covered  by  this  system.     Its importance  and impact 
on efficient  operation  of the units have   been  understood 
by the  concerned engineers and early enlargement  of the 
system to cover the  remaining units has  been  assured  by 
the   Horns Management.     The   specialist  prior to departure 
from the project Site   initiated taking up the   another unit 
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independently by Inspection   personnel.     The   progress of 
work was from time  to time   checked  in   the   collection  and 
Costing  of   base   data  of columns,   vessels and  heat exchangers, 

he   work   of  this   unit  had  progressed   considerably by the 
end  of  the   contract  period  which demonstrates  the   under- 
standing  and  capability of   implementation  of  the  new 
system  by the   Inspection  at   Horns  Refinery. 

3• 2 Qn-Stream  Inspection 

3.2.1 On-stream  inspection   gives   advance   warning  of  any impending 
failures  due  to   change   of  corrosivity  of the   process streams, 
changes  in   process  conditions  and   critical  areas   vhere 
deterioration  rates  are  known   to  be   high for which 
Maintenance   will   have   enough  lead  time   for planning in 
procurement   of  materials and   pre-fabrication  of   parts 
which in   turn  will   reduce    -orkload  and downtime   in the 
shutdown.       Jith  the   above   objective   an on-stream 
inspection   programme   has been   prepared in   consultati.on 
with the-   Chief  Inspection  Engineer. 

3.2.2 On-stream  inspection   has  been   categorised  into  a)   thickness 
measurement   by ultrasonic method,   b)   thickness measurement 
by radiography and   c)   full   inspection.     Thickness  of 
overhead   lines,   reflux  lines  and   storage  tanks  shall  be 
measured   by   ultrasonic method.     Cutting of  windows  on 
insulations  at   inspection  points has   been   recommended. 

^ Thickness   of  heater and  reactor transfer  lines  shall  be 
flk measured  using  radiographic   technique.     Full   inspection 
^r shall   be   made   on   heat  exchanger equipment  and  vessels 

which  can   be   isolated  during  the   run.     Inspection, as due, 
has  been   marked   in  three different   columns  on   the   programme 
for identification   of  type    of   inspection  to  be   made. 
Critical   arcos  in   pipings  have   been   covered   by the   programme. 

3.2.3 The programme covering crude oil f. M.S. storage tanks and 
critical pipings which arr ¡ rone to corrosion in unit. 10, 
100  and   200,   has   already  been   given.      It  has   been 
re commended to  include   tto.    remaining  units  in  the 
programme   after tlv se   uni4" s   are   recommissioned. 
Preparation   of  isometrics   of   pipings  and marking 
inspection   points  have   also   been  initiated, 

3.3        Organisation 

In  vie;/  of   the   increased physical   capacity of  the   Refinery 
and  consequent   change   in magnitude  and  complexity of 
inspection   problems     restructuring of  the  existing 
organisational  set-up was  considered essential.     The 
organisation  recommended here   has  been developed  after 
discussion   with the  local management  who have   accepted 
this as desirable   for efficient working.     In  the   recommended 
structure   the  Inspection Department will be  headed by 
the  Chief   Inspection  Engineer and the  whole   Refinery 



has  been divided into two geographical areas,  each area 
under an Area  inspector who will   be  assisted  by inspection 
Assistants.     Both these areas  will   draw the  services  of 
the  metallurgist  and the non-destructive  testing group as 
and   //hen  reouired. 

The   recommenced  structure  is   given   below: 

Chief jnerección   Engineer 

i\ 

• 

Area 
Inspector 
Area I 

Inspect- 
ion 
Assistants 

(2) 

Area 
Inspector 
Aroa   II 

Inspection 
Assistants 

(?) 

l.-rtrl'lunJ st 

Assistant 
CO 

Non-de struct i ve 
Testing Group 

Inspection 
Assistants 

3.4        |nspe otion Equipment/Test inri Fa ci 1 it ie_s 

3.4.1    Inspection Equipment 

3.4.1.1 Inspection  Dcoartmcnt   is  fairly well-equipped. 
The  following'inspection  equipments arc  available: 

Metascope,   ultrasonic   instrumento  for thickn  ss 
measurement and f?aw Auction,   X-ray machine  & 
gama   radiography,   vibramctor,   portable   Brinncl 
hardness  testers,   optical   cyrometer,   vaajum box, 
microscope  and sii s sor   in Ili pe rs,   dye-pene tränt, 
magnai lux-magnetic  era ole  detector. 

3.4.2.2 Following additional   inspection  equipment  <?,re 
recommended necessary for more  critical  inspection: 

a) Boroscope for inspection  of  internal   surfaces 
of  tubes/pipes. 

b) Frobolog for internal   surface evaluation  of 
non-ferrous heat  exchanger tubes  by oddy 
current, 

c) Digital wall thickness gauge  - D meter, 
Model  DM-1,  Krautkramcr for accurate  thickness 
measurement. 

d) Corrosometer C1C-2,   Magna Corporation,   USA 
with  M.S.  ¡robes  for  on-stream corrosion 
measurement. 

e) Dial  end gauge   -  Flange   callipers,   MPJ for 
thickness measurement  of flanged  pipes, 
nozzles,  heat  exchanger shells and component 

•. / • » 
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f) Small dial  gauges - Jaw opening 0-12mm 
and  l2-30mm for  ID 8. thickness measurement 
of   heat exchanger tubes. 

g) 1   lb and 2 lbs.   ball-peen  hammers for 
hammer te sting. 

h)   Chipping hammers. 

i)  Inspection mirror - Ullman  Model K-2 - 
ULLMAU  CO.   U.K. 

j)   Itorse  shoe  pocket magnets. 

k)   Pit depth gauge for measurement of Pit 
depths - Moorlane Supply Co.,   Oklahama,   USA. 

1)  El cometer - For paint thickness measurement  - 
Elcometer Insts Ltd.,   Fair Field Road, 
Drylsden,   Manchester,  U.K. 

m)   Micrometer depth gauge   - 0-25mm. 

• Detailed specifications of  inspection 
equipment and testing facilities are given 
in An ne xu re  B. 

3.4.2    Testing Facilities 

3.4.2.1 in  the  physical testing laboratory a tensile 
testing machine,   Brinnel &   Rockwell Hardness 
testers  and an  Izod  impact  testing machine 
are   available. 

3.4.2.2 A small metallurgical  laboratory is required 
for  investigation  of day-to-day material 
failures.     As no such testing facilityis 
available in nearby areas,   a  metallurgical 
laboratory is  required to  be   set up.    The 
laboratory will be under the  charge of the 
metallurgist who vii 11 investigate material 
failures and strive  to prevent   recurrences 
either by eliminating the   cause  or by spec- 
ifying better materials,     inspection already 
has  a microscope.    The  following accessories 
need to be procured to use  the microscope: 

a) Specimen mounting machine. 

b) Surface grinder. 

c) Variable speed mctallogrophic sample  polisher. 

d) Necessary chemicals for etching commonly 
used metals and alloys  in the Refinery« 
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3.5        inspection Ubr-ery 

It is essential that Inspection Library is well equipped 
with necessary documents,  books and standards  for ready 
references.    Books and  standards existing in  the Inspection 
library,  were  checked and its development was  discussed 
with the Chief Inspection Engineer and  it was  agreed to 
include the followings: 

a) Flow diagrams  for rill units. 

b) Plot plans showing n unire ring and location   of equipment. 

c) Set of manufacturers test  certificates for all equipment. 

d) Complete  set   of equipment drawings. 

e) Stores catalogue. 

f) Books dealing with non-de struct i ve  testing,   corrosion 
control,  mete ri«? 1 handbooks,  international  pressure 
vessel codes etc. 

g) Important international  specifications for materials. 

A list of books and  standards  (Annexure  B$  has been given 
to the  Chief Inspection Engineer and procurement action has 
already been taken  by him. 

4.0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE - PM 

4.1 Principles of_ Maintenance Management 

4.1.1 For minimum costs,  maintenance must be  managed in the 
broadest management  sense.    The   basic objectives of 
maintenance  are : 

1. To manage the  Maintenance  Division  so as  to obtain 
total minimum operating costs. 

2. To keep facilities am< equipment in  good  operating 
condition. 

3. To maximise  equipment availability to operation. 
(94% is considered a desirable   level). 

4.1.2 Basic principles  of  optimum maintenance  are: 

1. Maintenance   is an  integral  part of  the organisation. 

2. Maintenance   is a  service  function. 

3. Maintenance  work  is controlled at the  source by proper 
authorisation  procedure. . 
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4. Workload must be   controlled.     Backlog is  measured 
periodically.     Defer work intelligently. 

5. «Vorkload must  be  executed in an orderly manner, 

6. There  an  sewn  basic functions: 

a) Request 

b) Plan - Job requirements,   resources,   sequence, 

e) Estimate 

d) Authorise   -  r.y  careful  control if to  20# of work 
cari   1>3  onppi. d. 

f: ) Schcdul:   - 0:n4 rallscd maximum utilisation  of 
resource s. 

f) Hxt cute 

g) HE view -  3y exception. 

7. Work is  planned  before   execution. 

8. Work  of every maintenance  mechanic  is  scheduled. 

9. Schedules are  met  a  high % of the time  - 35% is the  goal. 

10. Foremen have   3 basic responsibilities: 

a) Obtain high quality work. 

b) Obtain satisfactory labour productivity. 

c) Minimise   material and transportation  in   line with 
above. 

11. All maintenance  jobs are  reviewed. 

12. Maintenance  performance  is compared to indexes - 
Ex. -  overtime 

- labour/material  ratio 

- maintenance   cost as % of plant  replacement. 

13. Maintenance  costs  are  reported  so that they are 
meaningful. 

14. Maintenance  receives adequate  technical  support, 

15. Maintenance  receives adequate  logistic support, 

. • / •. 
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16. There   is   a  good  craft training programme. 

17. There   is  a   centralised  FM proqrammt-. 

Above   basic  principles enable,   à  programme  of  optimum 
maintenance   contributing towards  'jetter refinery 
efficiency.     A PM programme   is   one  of the important 
steps  in   such a   pr agríeme . 

4 •2       ífíi.TiíJ-0/1.. .°.f. lii 
the   phil os onhy  of  Pi.'; PM is  maintenance /e will   statt 

performed t >  retain an equipment  in   satisfactory operating 
condition  through systematic  inspection,  fault  detection 
and prevention  of  incipient   failures.    Equipment   condition 
is monitored   visually,   oy  instruments and   by on stream 
inspection.      Components  are   repaired/replaced  as   they fail. 
Improvement   areas  ore  identified.     Equioment  is   overhauled 
only when  there   is a  clear indication of  wearout  accompany- 
ing degradation  of  performance. 

PM can   also  be  defined as  performing necessary tasks to 
keep equipment  operating with  minimum production  delays 
and at   optimum costs.     Hence   any sound PM system must  not 
only ensure   that these  tasks  are performed  but  also set  up 
a regular  inspection  schedule   for all equipment   so that we 
will know,   well in   advance,   what work is to be   done and be 
sure  we   are   going to be   able  to get  it done  in  time. 

'One measure   of  success of  r.  PM programme  is reduction  in the 
number  of   breakdowns and  production  delays.     These must  be 
balanced against amount  of money required to keep them low. 

It is  a  well   known  fact that  total  maintenance   cost is 
parabolic when plotted against   "level of maintenance*'.     Too 
little  PM with attendant  large   breakdown  results  in high 
cost.     On  th<-   other end,   too  much FM will  also  result  in 
high cost.      The   ideal will   b~   to operate   in  the   valley of 
the  parr»bol.-.     Records  o->  PM  costs,   breakdown  costs,   No. 
of breakdowns,   production   losses will help in  highlighting 
this.     However,   adherence   to  the   philosophy of  PM as 
postulated  earlier  //ill  help  in   maintaining an   optimum 
1 e ve 1   of  ma inte nan ce , 

4 ,3       Previous^_JHa SyzV-jr^jyçv}^JL£2^ÍJ13 

Horns Refinery has   ¡x en 
planned  p.'-t programme 

h- ndic-pped   by the   lack   of  a 
The   recording system was  inadequate. 

One  of  the   reasons probably is   leek  of understanding,   of 
all concerned,   of  the   substantial  gains which  can  be 
obtained  from an  organised p.u programme,     Lack  of enough 
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_ >r>pnt;'. Obviously üuch a system of work would 
I* suit in upsets in wo ri. plan, avoidable overtime, lonq 
equipment  out a iy.. r   and  sont   production  I ors. 

4 •4 X^LilcJ'Í. ±ii ?.£ vjrà) ; in ¡c 

The  key clement   .if   a  soono i>;e  programs  is the   ft'cording 
System.    The   re equino,  system devise d   (Anncxure   C)   consists  of: 

a) Equipment  data  card 

b) History card 

c) Check  lists  for each  category of e qui -went. 

d) Un it wise   equipment inspection  scheme   card. 

4.4.1 In devising the   system all equipment have   been   classified 
and placed in  definite   categories,   so that  wc   would need 
as tew check  lists  as possible.     EquiDment   has  bean 
classified as centrifugal,   reciprocating and  rotary.     The 
centrifugal  pumps  have   been further subdivided  as pump with 
two external   bearings,   overhang type   and  vertical.  Individual 
cards  have   been  made  for each equipment. 

4.4.2 The  equipment  d-:;to   cards list   constructional details    size 
capacity etc. 

4.4.3 The   history card  gives at a  glance «hen major repairs have 
teen  done,   parts  changed,   probable   cause  of  failure.    It 
also indicates dates when PJvi checks were  done. 

4.4.4 The   check lists tabulate  in detail  the  checks to  be done 
for each family of equipr-nt.     The   check  lists are   colour 
cooed   to distinguish,   the   various  types  of   checks viz 
monthly,   3 montrily and 6  monthly. 

4.4.5 The equipment  inspection   schemi,   card  for each unit  lists 
the   various  equipment;   inspection   period,   and  type   of 
inspection  is  indicated   by ¿,   colour  scheme. 

4.4.6 Above   system -/as  finalised after discussions with the 
counterpart engineer,   and has  bean   introduced for units - 
10,   Topping;   14,   b.ero HOS:   100,   Crude  Vacuum Unit;   200. 
Reformer;  and  19,   Asphalt Unit. 

• • / • • 
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4• 5        ¿assistance in Execution 

4.5.1 The   importance   of   Pivi checks  has  been  generally explained 
to  the  engineer,   foremen and  workmen. 

4.5.2 Contractor's specialist  has m-*ide   regular daily field  visits 
and  explained the   contents  of  each  typical   eh.. ck  list, 
what   is to  be  done,   ho„v it is to  be   Jon'.,   and   the  importance 
of  making r-corded   observations  of  equipment   condition. 

4.5.3 Necessary guidance   was  g'v..n   in  inspection methods 

- Inspection  of  wo?r  ring condition  and   recording  clocrance . 

- Inspection  of  throat   bush  and  record  of  clearance. 

- Sh-'ft  condition   ^nd  truene ss. 

- Coupling  condition;   if  coupling   sh^vvs   signs   of wcr?r, 
investigation   of   alignment,   coupling  s«-al   -nd  condition 
of   lubricant   (if   lubricated  type   of   coupling) . 

- Benring condition  ond  its fit  on   shaft  and   bearing 
housing. 

- Seal  condition. 

• Vibration monitoring. 

4.6 assistance  in_ Organising a PM Unit 

4.6.1 Equipment data  cards  and p;-  check   lists  were   formulated 
after extensive   discussions  and  references to equipment 
catalogues.    An   inspection  sehe rue    vas formulated based on 
manufacturer's  recommendations anei   local  experience. 

4.6.2 Two mechanics v/crc   deputed   by Horns   .'.ianagempnt  for setting 
up the   programme.      Etotn   t'fvse   mechanics  have   been  trained  in 
the   routine  paper work,   part  of  the   PM programme. 

- inference  to Inspection   ¡schemes. 

- Issuance  of weekly  check-lists. 

- Checking weekly check lists for completion. 

- Filing of check   lists. 

- Updating inspection   scheme   card. 

- Recording breakdown  history by reference to daily logs 
of  foremen. 
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4.6.3    The entire  system has been discussed with counterpart 
engineer and he  is now in a position to extend this system 
to the  rest of the  units.    He would, of course, need extra 
help. 

4,7        Requirements of PM Unit 

4.7.1 Office   space  - There   should be  a reasonable   size office 
with necessary filing cabinets,   and  other furniture. 

4.7.2 Workshop - There   should I: >  a  centralised shop facility. 
Of  course,   this would  serve not  only the  PM crew but also 
the  breakdown  crew.     Present facilities are  at 2 different 
places far apart.     The  shop should be   large enough to 
accommodate  about  20 work tables. 

4.7.3 Equipment & Tools 

1) The   shop should have  the following facilities: 

a) Pillar drilling machine. 

b) Hydraulic press. 

c) Overhead crane/hoist. 

d) Two or three jib cranes. 

e) Parts  cleaning and  washing facility. 

f) Hydraulic puller sets. 

g) Torque   wrenches. 

h) Medium size  dynamic balancing machine, 

i) Impact  wr-ric!ies and  sockets. 

j) Better quality slogging wrenches, 

k) Vibration  monitoring equipment. 

2) Additional  set  of inside /out side  micrometers and depth 
gages. 

4.7.4 Inference  Catalogues 

Catalogues for equipment should be  available in the  PM 
office.    Presently one  has to go to the library which  is 
in a different  building. 

* 

. • '.. 
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4.7.5    Manpower 

The  Refinery has about 600 pieces of  rotating equipment. 
All these  equipment can   be covered  by the  PM programme 
with a   staffing of a m0n 

\ 
5.0 

5.1 

5.1.1 

5.1.2 

5.1.3 

5.1.4 

5.2 

5.2.1 

5.2.2 

5.2.3 

men 

It is 
from 
on  a  longer time   scale 
repairs. 

our opinion that the 
the  present  breakdown 

reduce 

required men  can  be  released 
crew.    PM checks will eventually 

the number of breakdown 

The  crew should  be  headed  by  a full time  enginötr to 
administer the  programme.     Present  set up of pump and 

repair group is one  engineer,   three  foremen 
This engineer has also to guide  the  PM 

compre ssor 
50 workmen 

and 

programme. 

JOINING 

ivfcchemical  Inspection 

One Inspection Engineer and  one workman were trained in 
administrative  part of the  recording system. 

Inspection engineers have   good knowledge   of modern 
inspection  techniques.     As regards practical work,  necessary 
assistance   and guidance,   wherever necessary,   have  been 
given  to inspection engineers  in day-to-day inspection work. 

Degree   of  competence  and  skill  of inspection workmen  on 
radiography and use   of most  of  the  inspection equipment 
are  of  adequate  level  but they lack experience  in  ultrasonic 
flaw detection.    This was demonstrated. 

International  codes and   standards,   modem  inspection 
techniques,   materials and welding technology have  been 
regularly discussi-d with  Inspection Engineers. 

Preventive  Maintenance 

Two mechanics have   been  trained in the administrative   part 
of the   system. 

Since   the   programme  was finalised only after discussions, 
the Engineer is conversant with all aspects. 

The PM check  lists have   been explained ti the  3 foremen 
and a  small  group of 7-8 workmen.    On the   job training 
of PM checks for various typt: s of equipment wns given. 

.. /.. 
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Training was also given  in; 

- Seal   face   reconditioning 

- Bearing  fits  and  tolerances 

- Shaft  tru- ne s s  che ck 

- Impeller  •M.,ir rio ] rnd  throat   bush  cica ronce 

• Shaft   sie ¿ve   conditi    ,   ch:ck 

- Check   of   coupling   condition 

- Lube   oil   condition   eh.. ck 

- Shaft   sleeve   reconditioning   by mct'l   jpray 

- Fundamentals  of  vibration  measurement  and analysis. 

Contractor's   specialists  daily routine  include  discussions 
with the   counterpart  engineers  on  daily problems  and   their 
solutions.     This  covered  the   entire   range   of  trouble 
shooting    equipment   inspection,   repair technique s,   and 
control   of  essential   parameters. 

Training was  also  given   in  preparation   of   shutdown  worklist 
formation   of   a  plan,   and  a   schedule   for pump repair and 
mechanical   inspection  during  the   May  '75 shutdown. 

CORROSION  PRO RI .EMS 

It was  reported   by Inspection   and Operation  that  there   is 
not much  corrosion   problem in   the   Refinery at present. 
Interruptions  due   to equipment   failure  are   rare. 

in  particular Corrosion   problems  were   studied  in  general  and  iU   .Jr^x^±r 

tor some   proc. ss units  during  the   May  «75  shutdown.     Study 
— based   on   available   records,   laboratory analysis   of       Y 

me 

wa b 
pnce ss 
Corrosi 
corrosion   control 
Howe ve r,   c on c 1 u s i >n 
not availabl.    in  many  cos,. s.      Receding  system introduced 
will  provi..k   necessary data   for  corrosion  investigation 
and  control   m   future. i 

streams  and  da ' a   collected during  the   shutdown. 
jn   rates  in   general   indicated  the   adequacy  of 

a sur*, s   being  practised  at  present. 
was  tentative   as   past  records were 

c.-> c.i   - 

It  was reporte 
encountered   in 

!   that  n->   significant   cirrosi in is 
,    . tnc  water  side   of  coolers,   cindenscrs and 
Doilers.      The   cooling  water treatment  was  reviewed  and 
tram specifications   of  treated   water treatment  seems 
adequate.     Data   on   corrosion   if  coolinj water mains and 
water side   of   coalers and   condensers  were,   however, 
not sufiicicnt  to establish reliable   corrosion ntès. 
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The   present   capacity of  cooling water treatment facility 
is not   sufficient t > meet   the  'Jemand and  in Unit 100 raw 
water after colorinoti 'n   ria   "-:     fa-  ¡.h<=   coaling  system. 
The   capacity of the   cooling viator treatment facility is 
Joeing increased  and ^noct•• ei  to  '•>..   ready  by next  year. 

Fouling  in  water  s^'.e   if   cool, cs  ani  condan^rs is   of 
considerable   c riousnese  s, e eia ! • y whe r-   raw water  is  used. 
Need  for measurenraví     d'   oVrrosivi.t,y and   fouling of   cooling 
water remains an •<  t!,is     .<c  a jre . i  upon   '-y Moms  iaanagement. 
Corrosion   coupons  iris Lalle d   :n   cool*...o  v/anf line   at   present 
fail  to  represen1'-  the-   actual   corrosion   rate   and fouling 
prevailing' in   coolers  and   cDndonrv.rs.     Installation   of 
counons  and  a  t- st  exchang* r as  ¡.-. r CSO/C0P-10  (Ar.n.xure   D) 
in   the   cooling water  system   vas  recommended io Monis 
Management  v/ho  hove  .issuru.i   Uncir early  installation.   The 
coupons will be   exposed at  the   outlet  of   the   cooling tower 
and  the   outlet  of  heat  exchangers. 

7.0 ASSISTANCE AND GUIDANQE  GIVEN IN  DAILY t/OBK AND 
'SHUTDOWN 

7.1 Organisation 

The   liefinery complex was  shutdown  in May  '75 for turnaround 
inspection  and maintenance.     The   recommended procedure  for 
shutdown  planning and  execution  of work   (Annexure   n)   was 
discussed with Horns  Refinery and  accordingly,   a  shutdown 
inspection team was  organised to the extent  practicable 
within the  existing system *t Horns.     The  Management  has 
assured its full  implementation  in future   shutdown. 

Shutdown  worklists were   also prepared for rotating equipment. 

Contractor's specialists were  fully associated with the 
Inspection  and'Maintenance  team in the   shutdown.     The 
specialists ce,nonst ratet   inspection techniques as  required, 
inspected   critical   areas  and  advised  an   necessary  repair 
and  replacement.     Contractor's  specialists have   also worked 
closely,   when  requested,   wit h the   counterpart  engineers 
for day-t j-doy work   in  respective   fields.     The   highlights 
of   the ' revio,   rendered  hove   been   given   for Mechanical 
Inspection  in  Anuexure   .}'  and  fir PM in   Annexure  G and 
some   impartant   Oí C: rvatiens  and   ree on .i^ndations made 
are   given   be low: 

a)  An  important   inspection  technique   i.e..  hammer te sting 
of  oipeline s was'not   carried  out  be couse   of lack  of 
experience   in this technique.     A demonstration  was 
given. , 
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8.1 

8.2 

8.3 

8.4 

b) inspection   of  equipment which  can   be   isolated during 
the' run  vas   recommended.     Thic  will   reduce   both 
inspection  and maintenance   .-/or'.-load in  the   shutdown. 

c) The   presen'.,   nfactice   ..s to   open   all the   equipment for 
inspection   durir g  scheduled   shutdown.     Recording  system 
introduced   ,vd.'1   help  1:   •.• basing   '-u+-   inspection  and 
maintenance   on   t'v    bas-; s  of   :". nspe ction   interval,   set  up, 
and  review   )?   ¡ ;•'-.•    r.c.r':,.      Toi.,  ''/ill   reduce   the 
workload  ar.'i   do-.vnt V,¡í   :.,•;  ••h-.-   shutdown.     More   critica] 
inspection   ho*::   been   .-   resse'.!. 

d) Inspection   c'u ck   lists fjr columns,   vessels  and heaters 
have   bee n   pre pa re d   ( Ann-- xu re   i I) . 

e) A work  plan  for unit  10 shutdown   consisting  of work  on 
heat exchangers,   columns,   and  drums,   and  heaters  has 
been  prepared  as  requested   by dorne,  Management.    dork 
includes  listing of work,   estimation,   a work   plan  and 
schedule. 

f) Assistance   was  given  in metal  spray techniques for port 
rebuilding  using eutectic  • Rotóte c'   equipment. 

g) Suggestions  have   been  given  on   organisation   of e 
central tool   room service  for issue   of tools and 
equipment.     Also some   suggestions  on   shop ley-out, 
issue   of  drily consumables were  tendered. 

SCHEjXBLES,, CODES. OF PRACTICE, AlMQfeSSLJITSi 

A schedule   of   requirement for  seal  welding of threaded 
connections  has   been  provided   (Annexure  I). 

Moms  Refinery desired  installation   of   skin  thermocouples 
in their Catalytic   Reformer Meaters  to  control  operational 
severity,     csn manual  CSO/COF-6   (Annexure J) for the  above 
has  been  given  to the  Chief Inspe ction Engineer. 

Horns Management   re queste     fr a   code   of   practice  for Gas 
Cylinder Testing.     This has  seen  developed   (CSO/COF-17 - 
Annexure   p)   on   the   basis   'r  existing Indian  and   British 
codes tailored   t^   loca]   re qui rem», nt. 

On the  request   of   the   dorr, s  ite: int: ry,   a  procedure for 
maximum utilisation   of  the   potential   life   of  5Cr-îMo 
catalytic  reformer heater tue^s   ,-as   recommended  based  on 
the  reliable   ion;, time   creep  rupture   data available   at 
pre se nt   (An ne. \i i ro  L ). 

. . / • • 

• 
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3.5 A table   of Arbitrary minimum wall thickness   of   Process 
pipelines  has   been   handed  over to the  Chief  Inspection 
Engineer.     Material   specifications for centrifugal  pumps 
and   a   procedure   for  investigation  of  unusual  material 
failures  have   also   been  provided   (Annexure   M). 

3.6 A procedure   for  vibration   monitoring   (C30/RP-15)   has  been 

9.0 

9.1 

\ 

prepare-d   (Annexure. 
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to   2.6   million   tin   ¡oe r  yi •;Jr  cap-.city.     TV    Refinery is   in 
the   process  of   furt'rv r . ;: pan s i on  to 4.6  million   ton  per 
year  and  this   is  giving  rise,   to  additional  workload.     Some 
of  the   existing  units  hove   suffered  dainag..   during the   war. 
An   enormous  amount   of  effort   he. s  to   me   put   in   by i he 
Engineering Department  in   èV    reconstruction  even  though 
reconstruction   has 
also 

been  . ntrusted + o CHEPOS.     There  is 
so  an   almost   continuous   request for material,    craftsmen, 

workshop  facilities  and engineering  help from the   ^finery 
by  other  Govt,   agencies   since   Moms  rie finery is  about the 
only  organisation  in   this  area   capable   of   giving  quick  and 
requisite   services.     3e side s, compulsory military  service 
requirements,   trained engineers  have   often   been   repositioned 
by the   Govt,   for other assignments.     Horns   Refinery thus has 
a  rather high turnover of  engineers as well  as   some   burden 
of   activities   outside   its   scope.     This  has   placed an 
unusual   burden   on  the   Management:  resources,   and  necessarily 
the   Engineering  Department  has  to willy-nilly restrict 
itself  to  a  'fire   fighting'   role  in  maintenance  work. 

The   engineers   have,   not,   generally speaking,   had  the 
opportunity to  work   in  a  modem,   well organised   Refinery 
elsewhere,   observe  their  systems and methods.     Advances 
in   Maintenance   and  Inspection   is  continuous and   dynamic 
process  and  only with exposure   and cross-fertilisation 
it   is  possible   to maintain  a   continuous improvement  in 
these   fields.     To  fulfil  the   above   objective,   the 
following  programme   is  recommended: 

(a) In the areas of PM & Mechanical Inspection covered 
in this contract, it is recommended that a minimum 
of  two engineers  in  each discipline   should   be  sent 

/. 
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to work in   a  * finery abroad for minimum period  of 
6   to 3  mon.hs.     Training  should   be   on  the   job and 
should   include  organisation,   report  system,   records, 
vyork  technique; s and   usage   of  latest   monitorine. 
équipaient. J J 

(b) This   should   bo  filio ved  by  oe ri odie  short  term 
visits   oí   ._xr..rts   i;,   ih. v    two  arcas  for a   further 
development   of   th<-   systems  established in   this 
contract   and  also   LI  advise   on   any  other problems 
rcUtoi  with  maini énonce .   EIL(CSO)   which  provides 
such a   S'-rvir;.   to numb   r   of   refjn, ri. s  in  India  and 
ò.:ro-ìd   can   extend   such   s< rviccs  to  Hor;s   Refineries 
by a   scp-jrat..   contract   either through 'NIDO  or 
directly with the    Syrien   eiovt. 

(c) Rapid  technological   changes  in  material  maintenance 
and material  management  have   imposed  new demands  and 
responsibilities  on   plant  managerial   cadre::.     To 
keep poce  with these   changes  it   is  essential  that 
Departmental   and Asst.   Departmental   Heads  at   Horns 
i^tefinery also attend  Maintenance   and  Material 
Management   courses.     Such   courses  an.   available   in 
many countries and  one   of  the   leading organisations 
cf  this  type   in India  is  the   Administrative   Staff 
College   of  India,   Bella   Vista,   P.B.No.4,   Hyderabad- 
500004. 

Above   recommended three   step  programme   would  go a  long 
way  in  strengthening and expanding the   basic  systems 
established during this   contract. 

9.2 Craft   skills  arc  aver gc   or above   average  in   some   cases. 
But  there   is  a   sizeable   minority of  workmen who need 
cr-ift  training.     Training   should  be   oriented to  ability 
to  refer to  cataloga, s,   drawings  and  practical   on  the 
job training.     Such a  training  can   be   provided   by the 
ngineers  at   Horns  Refinery. i. 

Ç.3 .feri housv   stor-'O'..   and  inventory control needs  large 
assistance.     Sorrk   work   was  done   by p.n  Egyptian  expert; 
but   he   has   since   left  and  the   work  is  not  yet  complete. 
V/ork   nerds  to   be   don-   in   organisation,   oropcr storage, 
identification   and  retrieval   systems,   cataloguing, 
rationalisation,   int. r-change ability  index,   and 
inventory  control. 
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10.0 TERMINAL SECTION 

10.1 Basic elements of  a  sojnd PM system and mechanical 
inspection  programme  have   been  established. 

10.2 Mechanical Ij?.S£ejrt_ion 

10.2.1 Inspection  Recording System for unit  10 and 11 is 
operational.     Progress on unit   100 is found satisfactory, 

10.2.2 Inspection  personnel have   been  trained in  the  implement- 
ation of the   new system and they have  demonstrated 
their capabilities  by starting  covering other units 
by this  system.     "/he re ver necessary,   inspection 
techniques  have   been  demonstrated. 

10.2.3 lie structuring of existing organisational set up, 
additional equipment,   books and  standards have   beon 
re commended. 

10.2.4 Problem of  scaling and corrosion  pittings  on water sides 
of   coolers and condensers has  been  identified and 
re commendation for evaluation  of  corrosive   and scaling 
characteristics of  Writer as per CS3 manual  has  been 
made . 

10.2.5 An  on-stream  inspection  programme   has  been evolved. 

10.2.6 A  Code   of Practice   for gas cylinder testing and 
fte comix.nded Procedure for maximum utilisation of the 
potential life of 5Cr-^ivio reformer heater tubes have 
been developed. 

10.3 preventive   ft'-gritenance. 

10.3.1  The   key is the   recording  system which: 

- Tabulate equipment    nitwisc ; 

- clearly defines  whrt parameters are  to be   checked; 

- how often  it   is  to he   checked; 

- when  it is to  be   checked; 

- guidelines  on  acceptance   levels; 

- permits review of equipment  history at  one  glance; 
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- highlights repetitive  problems; 

- gives advance   warning of equipment condition; 

- affords the  possibility of  planned purchases and 
spares replacement. 

10.3.2 The   system established is based  on  tho  rbovc.     25$ 
of equipment have   be ci  covered during period of 
assignment.     Even   in the  short time   PM has been  in 
operation, at  least   six  breakdowns have   been averted. 

10.3.3 Technical personnel have  the   basic  background and 
they have   been guided and instructed in  the implement- 
ation  of the   system.     Training has èlso  been given in 
preparation  of  shutdown worklist,  formulation  of a 
plan and a  schedule  for pump repair. 

10.3.4 acquirements  of PM Unit,  as regards manpower,   workibg^ 
facilities,   equipment and tools and  office   space  have 
been re commencied. 

10.3.5 A ft commended Procedure  for vibration monitoring 
of equipment has   been prepared. 

10.4      Full  benefits of  any system can  only be   achieved by 
dedicated implementation and   continued modification 
based  on experience.    If the   introduction   of the 
systems developed  is sustained  on the  basis of three 
step programme   recommended,   it is  bound to produce 
tangible  results  in the   long  run. 

m 
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INSPECTION RECORDING SYSTEM 

1.0  LiapOLQÏLQti 

On« of the most important aspects of Refinery Inspection 
is the  Inspection  RE cording System.    This is so because 
one  should get from it at a glance the state of tvtry 
equipment right from its commissioning and its history 
in a chronological order,  types of repairs it has 
required,  its reliability in service, and,   over and 
above,   its life expectancy. 

A sound Inspection Recording System gives to Inspection 
Wing comprehensible and yet concise data for «ach 
equipment under their purview which immensely help at 
the time of taking decisions on major repairs.    A 
constant use  of it by Inspection   «fing by making 
innumerable  references leads to a highly uieful 
intimacy with the entire  plant. 

With a good recording system,  Inspection Wing can make 
a unique contribution to the total maintenance activity 
and its daily,  monthly,  yearly planning of work in 
various operating units thus helping in better manpower 
utilisation leading ultimately to overall economy 
which is the  management goal. 

A good recording system highlights the problem areas 
ana their dimensions so that corrective actions 
regarding materials,  process,  operation etc.  can be 
considered and instituted as found economically 
n- cc ss?ry. 

A well-recorded history makes it sasy to advise the 
procurement wing to locate a possible supplier with 
enough lead tim¿ for its manufacture and delivery. 

2.0 «HAT IT CONSISTS OF 

2.1 Inspection Recording System should consist of the 
following:- 

2.1.1    Unit Index Inspection Scheme  Card (Form No.l) 
listing each equipment  of the Unit  like  Heaters, 
Columns & Vessels,  Heat Exchangers,  Safety Valves, 
etc.  indicating therein  by means of the  colour 
scheme  shown on  Master Card,  the dates of 
previous inspections as well as of next 
inspection when due. 

...2 
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Since most heat exchangers,   coolers/condensers which 
can  be planned for inspection during normal operation 
will have   their next  inspection dates shown on this 
card,   it will  be   -f considerable   help to advise 
quarterly the  Mai tenance  Planning >Ving for the 
purpose  of their planning the job.     Other equipments 
like   Safety valves,   P & V valves  of tanks as well as 
lifting tools and tackles in the   particular Unit 
will  also  be  shown on  this card with the  previous 
inspection  da+< : <:  as   veil as  future   inspection  when 
due. 

Unit  History Card (Form No.2) giving its start-up, 
various periods of down-times including emergency 
breakdown,   scheduled shutdown and idle  periods,   if 
any.     Fteason of each downtime will br  briefly 
recorded here. 

Alongwith this card,  a  simplified process flow scheme 
of the  unit,  will bo kept.    The  scheme  should show 
quantities,  temperatures,  pressures, relief valves 
and important controls     A small table of special 
materials other than mild steel used in various 
equipments should also be included. 

2.1.3 Data Card of each equipment,  giving its salient 
design and operation details as well as test 
requirements.    This card will naturally vary from 
equipment to equipment. 

2.1.4 History Card giving in  chronological order the dates 
of inspections,  brief observations made  in each 
inspection,  mentioning repairs and any special 
steps like   actior   for replacement etc. 

2.1.5 Data record Sheot giving inspection measurements 
against various Inspection points tak«=n from the 
development drawing. 

2.2    In order to make  it possible  for the above-mentioned data 
cards to have  all the  relevant information from any 
inspection,  the following will  be requircd:- 

2.2.1    Sketch of the equipment alongwith its development 
so that the  inspector is able to take prints of 
this to site  in  order to record his observations 
on the  print itself.   (Copies of the  same  sketches 
arc  also used to illustrate  instructions to 
maintenance,  for repairs etc. as well as in the 
final inspection  report as necessary). 

• • . «5 
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2.2.2 Measurement  sheets as in the  cose   of heater tubts 
(Form No.6)  which can  be  taken to site to note 
down  various measurements mr.de. 

2.2.3 Field observations sheet   (Form No.3) where the 
Inspector can record his  observations in the 
plant on any equipment during onstream or shutdown. 

2.2.4 All  field measurements  sheets as in  2.2.2 ind 2.2.3 
above  are to be  kept till  the next  shutdown is 
over so that it is possible  to compare the previous 
readings  wherever required. 

3,0  flüttFIiiW• nF F
MU;PMENT 

Since one equipment is different from the  other, each 
type  of equipment has to be dealt with stparately so that 
the Inspection Recording System should be  fully versatile 
by including vnrious types of information on the  cards 
in order to meet the  specific inspection requirements of 
each type. 

The refinery equipment can, therefore,  be  sub-divided 
as *— 

1. Heaters 

2. Columns and Vessels 

3. Heat Exchangers/Coolers/Condensert 

4. Piping 

5. Rotating Equipment (Normally records in this 
case   aro maintained by 
the  Maintenance Planning 
Section) 

6. Safety Valves 

7. Tanks 

8. Lifting tools and tackles 
4'0    GETAILED *€T^D OF  ^HORDING FOR EACH TYPE OF BMUIPftENT 

All cards of the  recording system will be  maintained 
unit-wise  since it provides considerable ejasc of 
referencing. 

...4 
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4-l   Heaters 

Each Heater in the unit will have tht  following:- 

4*Í!l    gata Card giving important details pertaining to 
design,   construction, materials and operation at 
shown  on Form Mo.4.    Materials  like  tubes and 
return   bends whose   replacement  is at times 
called for arc  also given stores Code Nos.  in 
order to make  the  mate-rial assessment easier. 

4*li2   History Card   (Form No.2) 

Here the date  of inspection will be  given in the 
first column and the inspection observations will 
be   recorded in tho 2nd column.    Any repairs on 
refractory etc. as well as other work done on the 
h*ater will te  chronologically recorded on thia 
card. 

4.1.3 Tube Data j^.co_rd__Caird (Form No.5} 

In  order to be able to fill data in this record 
Card,   it is necessary to have  a  sketch of the 
heater indicating the number of tubes with their 
serial  numbers marked,    A sketch of the  Heater H-l 
of Horns Refinery is shown here  to illustrate the 
manner in which the  sketch has to be made.    The 
tubes are  circled and numbered  serial-wise  along 
the  direction  of the  flow in each of the  two 
passes which make  interpretation of inspection 
observations more  convenient.     The  view of 
convection  shov^ is of  "South" which means that 
this end is toi   rds the  Unit wuile  the  other end 
of the  tube   called the   :,North"  is away from the 
Unit.     (Variations as East,  '*st,   Top,   Bottom can 
also be   used).     The  tube   connections by means of 
headers  or actum  Bends  on the   ''South End» are 
-Iso show in  full  whereas those  on the   »North End' 
are   shown dotted.    Only one  view like  this is 
considered adequate   and its size   being that of 
the  card makes it very convenient for the 
Inspector to take ?  print  of the  sketch along 
with Form No.6 and Form No.7 for actual 
measurements during the   shutdown. 

4.1.4 Measurement Sheets   (Form Nos.6 & 7) 

Form No .6 has various columns,   the first column 
being for the  tube number followed by two main 
columns,  one each for "North End» Top and 
"South End"  Bottom. 
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Below the main  column   »North End"  Top,  there are two 
columns,  one  for "Beyond Roll" and the  second for 
"In  Roll".     Below »Beyond Roll» and »In  ¡tell« there 
are  two columns eac  .     In the  first column  for 
"Beyond Roll» figures and the  first aolumn  of  "In  Roll" 
figures,   the  Inspector can notr  down the  previous 
inspection  measurements  before  going to the  Plant and 
in the   second column  of  the    'Beyond Roll"  and  :,In  Roll •'• 
the  measurements  of the   present  inspection  can be noted. 
Also,   in  case  the   Inspector feels  interested in record- 
ing the  wall  thickness  of a  certain Return  Bend where 
he  suspects  corrosion/erosion,   he   can take  down the 
various measurements on the   Return   Bend and include 
against the   particular tubes where  the  Return  Bend is 
located its minimum .vail thickness.    The   provision 
for recording this wall thickness is given  on both 
"North End" Top and »South End,:  Bottom.     It may be 
mentioned that  "9eyoncl  Roll" figure is the  internal 
diameter of the  tube away from the   roll,  whereas 
"In  Roll" means the  internal diameter of the  tube  at 
the  rolled portion. 

On Form No.7,   provision is made for measuring 
ultrasonic thickness along th* entire tube  length 
starting from the   »North End:» Top,  the first column 
is for the  tube number while  the  entire  space  on its 
right is sub-divided in  13 columns,  the  width of each 
representing one  meter.     This  is to include the  maximum 
tube  length of our heaters,   generally 12 metres whereas 
few tubes which are  extended  by means of weld-joints, 
on the  inlets/outlets happen to be   around  13 metres. 

From the  readings o'taincd  on  Form \'o,6  and Form No.7, 
the  Inspector is in  n position to fill the   permanent 
tube  data record sheet   (Form No.5).    Here  the first 
column  represents the  tube number,   second  column is 
for its location,   i.e.,   "Morth/Top End" denoted by 
"N/T" and ''South/ Bot torn End"  by "S/B".     The  next 
column  is meant  for recording the   original measurement 
of  "Beyond  Roll" denoted by   »BEY"  and  ;,in  Roll" denoted 
by "IN" followed with a   column where  minimum wall 
thickness of the  tube  is  recorded. 

Subsequent columns provided in the record sheet 
are meant for various inspections by giving tho 
inspection date in the first row and below this 
in the  three columns measurements  of "Beyond Roll" 

. • «6 
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"In  Roll'  and minimum wall thickness on the 
tube  with the help of Form No.6 and 7 and 15 
are  recorded.    JM  case  it is desired to record 
on this card minimum wall thickness of the 
Return  Etend as noted  on Form No .6,  the   same  can 
be put against the  particular tubes where the 
Return  Bend is located in Form No.5 itself but in 
a different colour.     Vhen more  detailed recording 
of header measurements is considered necessary, 
separate  Form No.5 can  be used as well for headers. 

4.2    Columns & Vessels 

Each column and vessel of the unit will havt tht 
following in Inspection Recording System:- 

on 4 «2.1    Dtta Card  (Form No.8)  showing inf orma ti on/de sign, 
manufacture, drawing no.,  materials, dimensions, 
and operating conditions.    This data card is to be 
filled for column and vessel in the Unit and kept 
Unit-wise. 

4.2.2 History Card  (Form No.2) 

On every inspection this has to be filled in by 
recording the inspection date and salient inspection 
observations made. 

4.2.3 Sketch 

A sketch for a column and a vessel comprising of 
the development sketch of the same  is enclosed to 
illustrate and the  same has to be drawn for each 
column and vessel in the Unit.    The Inspector will 
take  a print of this and note down various obser- 
vations/measurements against various inspection 
points of his choice  on the  print itself including 
therein various highlights of the  inspection. 

4«2.4    Data Record Card  (Form No.9) 

From the  observations including measurements made 
on the sketch during actual inspection,  thicknesses 
at various inspection points are to be recorded on 
this  cprd.     The first  column  is meant for inspection 
point, the  second column for description followed 
with datn  on original dimensions.     Beyond the 
'•Disc. Limit" i.e.  discarding limit column, 
inspection dates can  be put and against the 
inspection point the  actual measured thickness 
is recorded. 
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4.2.5    Based  on  first  inspection   on each  column  and 
vessel,   the important  locations deserving a 
close   look on  future  inspections  can  be 
ascertained and   .he   inspection   joints then 
decided depending on  how corrosion/erosion 
prone  the   column/vessel  is.     Thus the  Inspector 
will  lay more   stress on  such areas making a  good 
use   of the development  sketch and the   small 
observation  sheets  so that  for the   record sheet 
he   will  ¡»ave  adequate  information for recording 
which will be   of  great  help at the  time   of next 
inspection. 

4.3    Heat Exchangers 

All he?t exchange    equipment,  i.e.,  exchangers,   coolers 
and condensers will have the following  cards in the 
recording  system:- 

4.3.1 Data Card   (Form No.10)  giving all information 
about the  manufacture,   construction including 
various  components  of the   equipment as well as 
operating conditions.    This has to be  filled in 
for each exchanger/cooler/condenser of every Unit. 

4.3.2 History Card  (Form No.2) 

There   should be  two separate   cards for shell and 
bundle.     These  will indicate  in the  chronological 
order brief comments on each inspection and will 
also invariably record any anticipated action  like 
replacement of any component  so that it  can  be  of 
help towards m?'-rial  planning ind formulating 
the   time   of the   next  inspection. 

4.3.3 Development  sketch is not   generally required for 
tubulars  but this,  can  be  made  for equipment which 
are   prone  to corrosion/erosion.    Once  such cases 

c q+,->hl ' '•'-'- r\ ^ncc   is to be given 
and  sketches made.    All measurements taken  are 
then  recorded   on DP ta  Record Card   (Form No.9). 

Tubulars  in which tubes are  regularly plugged 
during the  life   time   of the   bundle   a  sketch 
showing the  tube-plan from the tube  side  inlet end 
should  be  prepared for showing progressive  tube 
plugging. 

.. • » ö 
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4.4    piping 

Inspection  According System will 
in each Unit:" 

1.    Transfer Lines 

include the  following 

2. nef lux lines in  circuits prone  to 
corro si on/erosi on 

3. High temperature   process lines   (above  300°C) . 

In case any other circuit is found prone to corrosion/ 
erosion by experience, the  same has to be inspected and 
recorded like the above mentioned three  categories in tht 
following manner: - 

4.4.1 )rief  comments of History Card  (Form No.2) giving 
inspection in the  chronological   nanner including 
any anticipated replacements and assessing the 
actual time  of future replacements by evaluating 
rates of corrosion. 

4.4.2    Dati Record Card   (Form Mo.9) 

To be able to fill this,  make 
each piping system and to illu 
transfer line  is shown having 
points from 1 to 23 marked on 
Inspector will take  a print of 
measurements in the  plant and 
various columns of Data  record 
minimum wall thickness measure 
each insocction   -oint. 

isometric sketch for 
strate  sketch for a 
various inspection 
this sketch.     The 
the  same and take 

then fill in the 
Card,  the actual 

ments taken against 

4.4.3    By this type  of  critical inspection,   various 
important points of consideration will naturally 
emerge from c,?ch inspection -ind thus be of cons- 
iderable  help in making recommendations for future 
action. 

4.5    Rotating Equipment 

The data and history card for this type   of equipment 
are normally maintained by Maintenance Planning Section. 
It is considered highly desirable that Maintenance Section 
should intimate Inspection ¿bout equipments which have 
been found  by them prone to corrosion/erosion and 
Inspection then will separately maintain records for 
such equipment  in the following manner: 

4.5.1 Pott Card giving sali 
particular equipment. 

salient features about the 
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4.5.2 History Card  (Form No.2)  indicating inspection 
observations made  against each inspection. 

4.5.3 Data  Ftecord  Card     (Form No.9) 

For filling this,   a sketch showing sectional view 
of the equipment may be  made where various inspect- 
ion points  can be  marked and actual measuremGnxs 
against these  can  be  recorded on the data record 
sheet.    This will  yield a  systematic evaluation 
and timely action for replacements can  be taken. 

4.6 jffety V^ves 

Following cards are to be maintained for each safety 
valve location in various Units:- 

*»6.1    Data»cum-Historv Card  (Form No.U) 

The   card gives for each safety valve  location 
salient details of construction,   spring no.,  as 
well as operating conditions on which it has to 
be  set.    Any repairs done while revisioning and 
resetting arc to be  recorded against the  inspection 
date  column. 

4.6.2 inspection Scheme - Relief Valves (Form No.12) 

Against particular R.V. No.   state  here the 
interval at which inspection is required and then 
fill in the   :,due" column and state in the next column 
when the  inspection is actually held.     This will 
help inspection to bring to the notice   of 
Production  Dep   'tment  that  e   crtain  safety valve 
is due for insj.-ction  and that it  should  be done 
within a reasonable  period  of the  due date. 

4.6.3 These  cards arc  also to be  used for all pressure 
and vacuum valves mounted on the  tanks  in the 
same   manner as mentioned  ->bovc. 

4.7 Tanks 

The following corde are to be maintained for tanks 
for inspection Recording System:- 

4.7.1    Tank data and Inspection Card  (Form No.13) 

Fill in for every tank the  required information 
on the  cord giving details about manufacture, 
capacity and dimensions,  including original 
thickness of various courses  of the tank. 
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Underneath,  in the first column record the date of 
inspection and on its right side  mention briefly 
highlights of the  inspection. 

4.7.2 Pat-?  Record Car    (Form No.9) 

This can be maintained for tanks which pre corrosion 
prone as established  by actual inspection and  such 
tanks can  be inspected on priority at clost intervals. 
All thickness me«sûrement s against various inspection 
points are to be  recorded in this  sheet. 

4.7.3 History Card (Form No.2) This will record obser- 
vation of periodic external inspection. 

4.8    fciftjng Too^s ?nd Tackjes 

Following cards will be maintained for lifting tools and 
tackles which are to be inspected as per rules laid down 
by Factories Inspectorate r»s these are in their purview :- 

4.8.1 Ddta-cum-Historv Card  (Form No.14) 

Record all information on this card pertaining to 
the manufacturer,   serial number of the equipment, 
its capacity, and location where it is installed. 
A brief history has to be recorded against the 
date  of inspection. 

4.8.2 Inspection Scheme  - Lifting Tools & Tackles 

Form No.12 itself  can  be used for recording 
frequency of inspection of lifting tools and 
tackles. 

Maintain this c  rd  by inclu^in    all the lifting 
tools of the rctinery Unit-wisë,   serially numbered 
with their location,   inspection interval as per 
requirements of Factories inspectorate.    State 
below the   "Due" column when the  inspection is 
due  and record the   date  of actual inspection in 
the  next  column. 

This card will serve  as a great help for 
planning the  inspection of all  lifting tools 
and tackles in the   Refinery. 

Form No.2 can be  used as a continuation sheet 
of the particular lifting tool for recording 
further history of inspections. 
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a is the list of cards/sheets reference to 
ntias been mad>-  in the Manual. 

Form No.  1 - Inspection Scheme Card 

2 - History Card 

3 - Field Observations Sheet 

4- - Heater Data Card 

5 -    Tube Data  He cor "J Card 

6 -    Tube fa'.asurements Sheets 

7 -    Ultrasonic Thickness Measurements 
Sheet 

8 -    Vessel  Data Card 

9 -    Data Record Card 

10 -    Heat Exchanger Data Card 

11 -    Safety Valve inspection & Servies 
Record Card 

12 -    Inspection Scheme for Relief Valves 

13 -    Tank Data R Inspection Card 

14 -    Lifting Tools & Tackles Data & 
inspection Card. 

15 -    Tube/Header Gauging Sheet 
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ANÌMEXURE  B 

»\ 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
INSPECTION EQUIPMENT/TESTING FACILITIES 

Name 

1.    Bore scope 

2.    Probolog 

3.    Digital wall 
thickness 
meter 

4.    Corrosometer 

5. Inspection 
Mirror 

6. Pit depth 
gauge 

Model/spc cif i cation    Manufacturer/Supplier 

Industrial  Typo A - 
right angle  system 
with integral  lamp; 
sectionalised 3/4" 
dia,   18'   length 

Probolog 700 

D Meter 
OM-1 

CK-2 

K-2 

Rtnge 0.2mm to 5mm 
with attachment to 
measure pit depth 
on flat and curved 
surfaces 

American Cystoscope 
Makers Inc., 
8,   Pelham Parkway, 
Pelharn Manor, 
N. Y.10803 

M/s.  Krautkramer- 
Branson Inc. 
76,   Progress Dr. 
Stamford,   CT 
USA 06904 

M/s.  Krautkramer 
Gesellschaft Fur 
Electrophysik, 
5,   Köln,  Luxemberger 
Stra   BC-449, 
'//.Germany 

Or 

M/s.  Krautkramer- 
Bran son inc. 
76,   Progress Dr. 
Stamford,   CT 
USA 06904 

M/s.  Magna   Corpn., 
11808 S.Bloomfield 
Av., 
Santa FQ Springs, 
California,   USA 
90670 

M/s.  Ullman  Co.,  UK 

M/s.  Moore lane 
Supply Co., 
Oaklahama,   USA 

.../..• 

• 
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N 

7.   11cometor Model 101/32 

8.    Metallographic     Simplimet II 
specimen mount.   Along with 
ing machine mounting 

9.   Surface grinder 

10- Metallographic 
•ample polisher 

Motor driven 
suitable for 
belt sizos of 
4 x 36  inches 
or 4 x 54 inches 

Circular motor 
driven multi 
speed disc 
polisher Disc 
diameter - 
8 or 10«. 

M/s. El come ter 
Instrument Ltd., 
Fair Field Rdf 
Drylsden, 
Manchester, U.K. 

Buehler Ltd., 
2120,  Greenwood 
Street, 
Evanston,  111, USA 
60204 

- do - 

- do - 



ANNEXURE  Bi 

K 

y?T OF  BOOKS j^D STANDARDS 

A¿»f Boiler »ndj>rgjgurg..ve,ss6l Cod£ 

I. 
II. 

v; 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 

Power Boilers 
Material Specifications 
Part A - Ferrous 
Part B - Non-ferrous 
Part C - elding electrodes 
Non-destructive Examination nrtnB„ 
ftecommended Rules for Care  of Power Boiler» 
pressure  Vessels - Division 1 
Welding Qualifications 

TEMA Standard for Heat 
Exchangers 

ASA B 31.3:  Petroleum 
Refinery Piping Standard 

Published by Tubular 
Exchangers Manufacturer»' 
Association  of USA 

ASTM Standard Part 1 -   SteelMpi^, Tubing and Fitting. 

ASTM Standard Part 2 - f^5^1"98 !  F,rro-*Uoy* 

«• Standard Part 4 - s^ee^-PressureW.sol^Forginj,. 

(April 1971) 

ASTM Standard Part 31- »tA^ie.à.^^i«J. "«" 

Metallography,   Fatigue,  Effect of 
itur~ 

B.S.  1856:1964 

B.S.  2645 

Part 1:1955 

Part 2:1956 

Temperature 
(July 1971) 

Specification  of General *J"ì«"|ent8 

frv the  Metal Arc   Voiding of Mild 
S-~Ql. 

Tests for use  in the Approval of 
Welders. 

Manual Metal-arc ^V^^tylene 
welding of mild steel and low alloy 
•Ml sheets,  plates and sections. 

Manual metal-arc and oxyacetylene 
Siding of mild »teel & low alloy 
steel pipelines & pipe aasemblie». 
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B.s. 499 vTtelding Terms & Symbols 

Part 1: 1965 
Part 2: 1965 
Part 3:  1965 

B.S.  709:1964 Methods of Testing Fusion Welded 
Joints & Vie Id Metal in Steel 

B.S.   2600:196? Radiographic  Examination  of Fusion 
Voided   Butt Joints in Steel 

B.S.   2910:1965 Radiographic Examination of Fusion 
»gelded Circumferential Butt Joints 
in Steel Pipes 

B.S.  4080:1965 Methods for Non-de struct i ve   Testing 
for Steel Castings 

B.S.   3889:1965 Methods for Non-de struct i ve  Testing 
of Pipes a Tubes 

Part 2 A 
Part  3 A 

B.S.  4336:  Part 1A Methods for Non-de struct i ve Testing 
1968 of Plate Material 

B.S.   2654:1965 Vertical Steel Yielded Storage  Tanks    . 
for petroleum Industry 

Part 1: Design & Fabrication 

Part 2: Site  Erection,   Inspection & Testing 

B.S.  4360:1968 Specifications for Weldable 
Structural Steels 

B.S.   1515 Specification for Fusion Welded 
Pressure Vessels for use in Chemical 
8, petroleum Industries. 

Part 1 - 1965    Carbon & Ferritic Alloy Steel 

Part 2 - 1968    Austenitic Stainless Steel 

B.S.  3274:1960 Specification for Tubular Heat Exchangers 

B.S.   1560:1958 V    Steel Pipe Flanges & Flanged Fittings 
"if*. *or Petroleum Industry 
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B.S.  1640 

"\ 

Part 3:1968 

Part 4; 1968 

* 

B.S.  1873:1960 

B.S.  1414:1960 

B.S.  1868:1960 

B.S.  1750:1961 

B.S.  3179 

Part 1 - 1967 

Part 2 - 1962 

B.S.  970 

B.S.  3740:1964 

B.S.  3100:1967 

B.S.  1452:1961 

B.S.  1832:1958 

B.S.  2815:1957 

B.S.   1902 

Part 1A:1966 

Part 1B:1967 

Part 1C:1967 

Steel  Butt-Welding Pipe Fittings for 
Petroleum Industry 

Carbon S. Ferritic Alloy Steel Fittings- 
Metric Units 

/rough t 8. Cast Auste nit ic Chromium- 
Nickel Steel Fittings-Metric Units 

Sp   cification for Flanged Steel Globe 
Valves for Petroleum Industry 

Specification for G£tc  Valves for 
Petroleum Industry 

Specification fo^ Flanged Steel Check 
Valves for Petroleum Industry 

Specification for Bolting for 
Petroleum Industry 

Comparison  of  British & Overseas 
Standards for Steel 

Chemical Composition of Wrought 
Carbon Steels 

Chemical Composition  of Wrought Alloy 
Steels 

Wrought Steels 

Sp  cification for Steel Plate Clad 
wich Corrosion  Ffc sisting Steel 

Specification for Steel Castings 
for General Engineering Purposes 

Specification for Grey Iron  Castings 

Oil  HE si st ant Compressed Fibre 
Jointing 

Compressed Asbestos Fibre jointing 

Methods of Testing Refractory 
Materials 

Sampling & Physical Tests 

Basic Refractory Materials 

Mou Ida ble & Ca sta ble Refractories 

. • /.. 
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B.S. 78 Cast Iron Pipes & Fittings 

Part  1:1961       Cast iron Pipes 

Part 2:1965       Cas. Iron Fittings 

State Factories  Rules    (Latest Edition) 

A.P.I. Standards/Publications 

Std  5L,  Specifications for Line  Pipe, 
Twenty-sixth Edition,  April,   1971 

Std 5LS,  Specification  for Snriól-^eld Line  Pipe, 
Sixth Edition,   April 1971 

\ Std 5LX,  Specification  foe High-T>. st Line   Pipe, 
\ Eighteenth Edition,  April  1071 

Bull.   5T1,   Bulletin on Non-de struct i ve  Testing 
Terminology Third Edition, April  1972 

RP 510,  Inspection,   Rating,   and  Repair of 
Pressure  Vessels in Petroleum  ft finery 
Service,  Second Edition,   1970 

RP 520,   Recommended Practice  for the  Design 
and Installation  of Pre ssure-Relieving 
Systems in Refineries,   Parts I  and II 

Part I   - Design, 
Third Edition,   1967 

Part II- Installation, 
Second Edition,   1963 

RP-521,  Guide  for Pressure Relief  and 
Deoressuring Systems,   1969 

RP 525,   Testing Procedure   ror Pressure- 
Relieving Devices Discharging Against 
Variable Back  Pressure,   I960 

Std 526,  Flanged Steel Safety Valves, 
Second Hdition,   1969 

Std 527,  Commercial Seat   Tightness of Safety 
Relief Valves with Metal-to-Metal  Seats,   1964 

RP 530,  Recommended Practice  for Calculation 
of Heater Tube   Thickness in petroleum 
Refineries,  1958 

• • / • • 

A 
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Std 598,   Valve Inspection and Test, 
Second Edition,  1970 

Std 599,   Steel Plug Valves  (Flanged for 
Buttwelding Ends),   Sixth Edition,   1969 

Std 600,   Steel Gate  Valves  (Flanged or 
Buttwelding Ends),   Sixth Edition,   1969 

Std 601,   Metallic Gaskets for Befinery Piping 
(Double- Jacketed Corrugated and Spiral Wound), 
Second Edition,  1962 

Std 602,   Compact Design  Carbon Steel Gate  Valves 
^ for Refinery Use,   Second Edition,   1971 

Std 603,   150-Lb, Light  'Vali Corrosi on-Resistant 
Gate  Valve  for Refinery Use  £ In.  to 12 In., 
Inclusive,   1962 

Std 604,   Flanged Nodular Iron  Gate   and Plug Valves 
for Refinery Use,  Second Edition,   1966 

Std 605,   Large-Diameter Carbon Steel Flanges,   1967 

Std 620,   Recommended  Rules for Design and 
Construction  of Large,    Veided,   Low-Pressure 
Storage   Tanks, Fourth Edition,   1970 

Std 661,   Air-Coolcd Heat Exchangers for General 
Refinery Services,   1968 

Std 2510,   Design and Construction  of Liquified 
Petroleum Gas Installations c-t Marine  and Pipeline 
Terminals Natural  Gas  Processing Fiants,   Refineries, 
and Tank Farms,  Third Edition,   1970 

Stee.ls for Hydrogen Serv cc  at Elevated  Temperatures 
and Pressures in petroleum Refineries and petro- 
chemical  Plants,   1970 

Recommended  practice  for Welded,  Plain Carbon 
Steel  Refinery Equipment for Environmental Cracking 
Service,   1971 

Glossary of  Terms Used in Petroleum Refining, 
Second Edition,  1962 

Std 1104,  Standard for Weldinq Pipeline  and 
Related Facilities,  Twelfth Edition,  1971 

• t ' • • 
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HP 1107,   Recommended Pipeline  Maintenance 
»Velding Practicts,   1966 

RP 1110,  Recommended Practice  for the Pressure 
Testing of Liquid Petroleum Pipelines, 
First Edition,   1972 

Pubi 1151,   Guide  for Follow-up Inspection  of 
interior Tank  Coatings,   ?970 

RP 2001,  Fire  Protection in  Refineries, 
Fourth Edition,   1959 

Bull.   2007,   Safe   Maintenance   Practices in 
Refineries,   1962 

RP 2009,   Safe  Practices in Gas and Electric 
Cutting and   Velding, Third Edition,   1967 

HP 2015,   Cleaning Petroleum Storage  Tanks,   1968 

PSD 2200,   Repairs to Crude Oil,  Liquified  Petroleum 
Gas,  and Products Pipelines,   1964 

PSD 2201,   Velding  or Hot Tapping on Equipment 
Containing Flammables,   1963 

PSD 2207,   Pre pairing Tank  Bottoms for Hot  Work,   1967 

PSD 221D,   Flame Arresters for Tank Vents,   1971 

PSD 2211,   Precautions while  working in  Reactors 
Having an Inert Atrnosphe. :-,   1971 

API Guide for Inspection of  Refinery Equipment 

Chap.   1,   introduction,   1961 

Chap.   II,   Conditions,   ca sing 
Deterioration  or Failures,   1957 

Chap.   Ill,   General Preliminary and 
Preparatory work,   I960 

Chap.   IV,  Inspection Tools, 
Second Edition,   1972 

Chap.  V,  Preparation of Equipment for Safe 
Entry and  York,  Second Edition,  1972 

• • / » » 

à 
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's 

Chap.   VI,  Unfired Pressure Vessels. 
Second Edition,  1966 

Chap.  VII,   Heat Exchangers,  Condensers,  and 
Cooler 3oxes,  Second Edition,   1967 

Chapter VIII,   Direct- Fired  Boilers and 
Auxiliary Equipment,   i960 

Chap.  IX,  Fired Heaters ar.d Stacks, 
Second Edition,   1967 

Chap.  X,  Pumps,   Compressors,   and  Blowers, 
and their Drivers,   1961 

Chap.  XI,   Pipe,   Valves,  and Fittings,  1963 

Chap.  XII,  Foundations Structures,   and Buildings,   1969 
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CSO/COP-16 

PM RECORDING SYSTEM OF  ROTATING EQUIPMENT 

1-0    IN ADDUCTION 

The hard core of any PM programme for rotating equipment 
is the  recording system.    This record tells us at a 
? lance the  chronological history of an equipment and 
ts maintainability. 

The recording system furnishers a complete   and concise 
data on equipment.    This is of immeasurable   help to the 
engineer during repairs.     The   system furnishes information 
on equipment  condition  by periodic inspections,   warns of 
impending trouble  spots,  enables planned and programmed 
repair and makes it possible   to order spares in time. 
Repetitive  problems are  highlighted, which would other- 
wise be 'lost«  and suitable  investigation  and corrective 
action can  be taken. 

2.0 CONTENTS OF  THE SYSTEM 

2.1 The PM recording system consists of the  following: 

2.1.1 Data  card for each equipment  (Fcrm 1). 

This furnishes operating conditions, materials 
of construction, dimensions of rrajor parts and 
lubrication details,   and seal details. 

2.1.2 History card (Form 2)  for each equipment. 

This  gives in r  ron o logical s-v jcnce  the   dates  of 
PM inspection,    ates  of  breakdown  repairs,  probable 
cause,  parts replaced/repaired,  and present 
condition of parts. 

2.1.3 PM check lists for each type  of equipment   (Form 3) 

Equipment have  been divided into the   main 
Categories - centrifugal,  reciprocating,   gear 
type  and rotary.     The   centrifugal group has been 
subdivided into - 

- Horozontal with two external  bearings. 
- Horizontal overhang. 
- Vertical. 

2.1.4 Unit Index Equipment Inspection Scheme Ord(Form 4) 

This  lists all rotating equipment in  a unit.    The 
card  is made for a  period of 12 months,  with each 
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month divided into 4 weeks,  for convenience. 
Equipment inspection periods are indicated by a 
block.     Colour  ,ehernes are used to indicate type 
of check. 

2*1*5    Stores Spare  part. 
Lifting with Stores Code No. 

3.0 HOft THE SYSTEM WOBKS 

3.1 Data Cards are  filled after reference to equipment 
catalogs.    These are then put in individual file folders 
and located  in  a filing cabinet. 

3*2   Hirtory cards for each equipment are also filed in 
respective file folders,  alongwith data card.    Forentn 
maintain daily logs listing work assignments, namt and 
no. of equipment under repair,   ports replaced/repaired, 
conditions of  the parts, measurements of  clearances and 
tolerances and alignnent readings. 

personnel administering the PM program will scan the 
everyday and pertinent information in concise fashion 
be transferred to the history cord. 

3*3   Unit Index Inspection scheme  card is reviewed every week 
and blank copies of check lists for the weeks checks is 
filled with unit No. and equipment No.  and also lube 
quality & quantity. 

logs 
will 

3.4   fliquçh Lists 

These ore colour coded, blue for monthly, green for 3 
monthly and yellow for 6 monthly. These colour codes 
are the  same   *s used in the  inspection scheme. 

Differing check lists Iv.ve  been made  for the broad 
categories of equipment.    These   again differ according 
to whcthi-.r they are monthly,   3 monthly or 6 monthly. 
These  check  lists have been formulated based on 
information from equipment,  catalogs,  manufacturer's 
recommendations,  local experience & specialists own 
experience. 

weeks  scheduled 
the  foremen*    Foremen 
during the  week.    These 
on a weekly basis before 
equipment file.    These 

Every week, the lists for the 
inspection are handed over to 
ensure that these checks done 
check lists ore then reviewed 
being filed  in the individual 
lists ere  preserved for one  year and then destroyed. 

a i . / > •   i 
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3• *    QEview pf Compieteci PM Chicks 

The  engineer reviews  e imple tod   checks,  notes  any 
unusual  conditions,    h-  particularly notes the 
operating parameters of  pressure  ,•d flow and 
vibration readings  (see  CSO/RP-15 'Monitoring on 
Vibrations').    For example,   if  coupling condition 
is bad,  he orders thet alignment be checked and 
coupling seel and lubricant if  it is ,•> .lubricated 
typt3.    A complete overhaul is  scheduled only if 
warranted by unusual condition such as high, 
vibration readings or lower than normal operating 
parameters, 

3.6    IteviGw of equipment History 

Whenever an equipment file  is taken out for entry of 
repair history, this is left in a separate tray tor 
review and analysis by engineer before return to the 

•pares 
review. 

review and analysis by engineer before return to the 
cabinet. The engineer notes equipment condition and 
•pares are ordered if required on the basis  of this 
VAX/lew. 

3.7    The Stores Equipment Catalog 

Spares list with code Nos.  are  also filed in the 
equipment folder.    This helps in expediting daily 
work and also in furnishing correct description 
when reordering. 

• 
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MttffML FOR MSASUmNG PORTOSI VITY OF COOLING 
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1.0    INTRODUCTION 

The waterside  corrosion of ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals in petroleum,   chemical  and petrochemical process 
industries  can often adversely affect the  •On-stream 
efficiency" of the  plant if not  controlled properly. 
The  control of  corrosion assumes more  importance in the 
condensers and coolers besides the  water distribution 
system.    In order to counter-act the  corrosive  and 
scaling tendencies  of the  cooling water,  a  chemical 
water treatment  is generally resorted to in one  form 
or the  other.    The water treatment  generally takes 
into account the  specified limits of water composition 
or the   contents of inhibitors  and other chemical 
additives  and except the analytical  data of water 
composition,  no data is available  as  guidelines for 
effective   control" to the  operating personnel.    The 
control  of the water treatment  frequently is  rendered 
more  difficult due to seasonal variation of raw water 
quality and often,  the  service  failures alone  have to 
be taken as the   criteria of the adequacy of the treatment 
or otherwise.    Thus,  there exists scope for having a 
dependable  and regular feed-back regarding the  adequacy 
of the treatment and the  corrosive and scalina 
tendencies of cooling water. 

The manual for measuring corrosivity of coolinq water 
Ì^cìì S+      to supply the  operating personnel with the 
basic data on the  corrosion characteristics of the 
cooking water and its effect  on the materials  of 
construction.    The monitoring of the   corrosion  by 
exposing coupons as per the manual will not  only 
^iL1^; nePr°Per corrosion  control  of the   cooling 
water but  also equip the  operating personnel with the 
tîïÎt^nÎÏ1 fïr evalua\ion ?f different cooling water 
treatments.     Improvements ot   currently operation water 
treatments often  becomes necessary in the linht  of new 
developments in the  field or due to  considerations of 
higher pollution load of the existing systems       în 
either case,  the monitoring of the   corrosif character 
of cooling water becomes imperative  as a positive 
indication  of the  cooling water perforin«. 

The present manual describes the methods which are 

JE?t1äÄV'1U,tl0n 0f Water "-1«V andChtST 
(a) Coupon Test 

(b) Standard Heat Exchanger Test / 
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2.0    COUPON TEST 

2a    Specimen Preparation 

2-1-!    Size 

Rectangular specimens of size 100 x 25 x 
1.5mm will  be machined from rolled sheets 
of materials having  composition  as close 
to the metal being investigated as possible. 

2.1.2    Surface preparation 

The   coupon  surface will  be  polished to a 
finish by '0'   grade emery    paper and then 
degreased  by rubbing with MgO paste.    The 
coupon from this stage onward will be 
handled carefully so as not to touch it 
with bare  hands.    These will  be weighed to 
an accuracy of 1 mg and kept in a dessicator 
prior to use. 

The  brass & copper specimens should be 
exposed in the as rolled condition after 
degreasina.    The use  of emery paper should 
be avoided. r 

2.2   Method of Testina 

2.2.1    Specimen Moupt 

¿(Hylim) 

Tne  specimen mount shall be a 20 mm dia 
x 150 mm long water resistant plastic or 
fibre laminated bakélite  rod/    This rod will 
be inserted in a pipe  plug either by means 
ot  a drive  fit or by means of a threaded 
hole  in the  plug.    The  dimensions of the  rod 
and method of fixing the  specimen are  shown 
*u    1

1^1,   Jhe nut and bolt used for fixinq 
should preferably be  of the   same material 
as th<£   coupon or nylon. 

2«2.2    .Coupon holder Assembly 

The   coupons will  te  exposed in a special 
by-pass from the main line.    The  aVranqement 
ensures exposure  0f a  group of  coupon s ^n 
x ne watt r stream under essentially identical 
condxtion.     Further,   it is not neœisaîy to 

• » / •. 
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shut the ma.-1 line for the  fitting or 
removal of the   coupons,   closing of by-pass 
valve  being sufficient.    The  flow of water 
and therefore  its velocity past the 
specimen surface   can be  controlled by the   by- 
pass  valve. The   assembly shown  in Fig.2 
consists of a back-and-forth arrangement  of 
pipe   (40nm)  nipples and tees.     Full bore 
flow is ensured  by connecting the assembly 
so that the water flows upward through it. 

2*2.3    Location of Coupon Holder 

For assessing the   corrosivity of the water 
at points of high temperatures in the 
circulâtinq system,  specimen holders will 
be  located at the exit of the  heat exchangers. 
The   general  corrosivity of  raw water and 
circulating water will  be  obtained by 
locating the  specimen holder to the make-up 
water pipe  near the outlet  of the  cooling 
tower and to the  cooling tow¿r risers 
respectively. 

2.3    Procedure 

The metal  coupons prepared, weighed and fixed to the 
plastic holder will  be   serened    into the  specimen 
holder assembly shown  in Fig.2.    The water will then 
be turned on through the  assembly by operating the 
globe  valve  and the  flow rate  adjusted to desired 
value    depending on the  actual  system under study, 
depending on  circumstances,  flow rate measurement 
system  can  also be  included. n 

2.4    Retractable   Rack 

-./here  ne ce ssary, retractable 
The details  of the  rack 
These   can  be   fitted at 
Fig.3 of CSO-COP-9. 

2»5    Djrat^on  of «Exposure 

are 
suitable 

racks  can also be used, 
givtn in CSO/COP-9. 

bends shown in 

knowledge  of the  corrosion rates,  the'type of water 

•. /. • 
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treatment and the period within which the results 
are desired.    Test duration of 30 days in the case 
of c.steel and 60 days in the  case  of brass will 
provide useful data.    However, duration should be 
as long as possible  conmensúrate with the resistence 
of the material under test and should not exceed 
6 months. 

2.6    ftsfessmen^ 

After completion of the test, the coupons in at the 
removed condition will  be examined for the nature 
of corrosion attack and the corrosion product. 
The photographs of the  specimens should be taken. 
The coupons  should be weighed after drying. 

2*7    Gleaning of the Coupons 

The coupons will be first mechanically cleaned 
using a soft brush under a stream of tap water 
to remove loose deposits or corrosion products. 

The coupons will be cleaned using the following 
solutions: 

(a)    Carbon  steel and low alloy 
steel   : 

(b)    Copper Alloya  t 

(c)    Stainless Steel  : 

5 p.c.  sulphuric 
and solution with 
0.5 p.c. brta- 
naphthol or 0.1 p.c. 
di-o-tolyl thiourea. 
The  cleaning should 
be  done at room 
temperature. 

Dip for 2 to 3 min. 
in 18 p.c. Hydro- 
chloric acid or 10 
p.c.  sulphuric acid 
at  room temperature. 

10 p.c. nitric acid 
at 60°C. 

• •/•. 
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After dipping in the  cleaning solution, coupons 
should  be  scrubber1 with bristle   brush. 

The  coupons should  be  photographed after cleaning 
and drying and should bo  examined for the  following: 

1) Loss in weight   determination. 

2) In   case   of pitting type of attack on the 
coupons,  the number,   size,   depth and 
distribution of pitting should  be noted. 

3) In   case of intergranular attack e.g.   stainless 
stee-i or dezincification in  case  of brass 
coupons,  detailed metallurgical examination 
should be  carried out. 

4) The   dimensions  of  the coupons  should be 
recorded and compared with the  originals. 

2.3    Corrosion  Rates 

The  corrosion rates will  be determined using the 
following formulati 

1. 

2. 

Based on ifelaht  Loss 

mils per year  (mpy) 
22.3xweight loss in 

specific gravity oi 
the metal x exposed 
area of coupon in square 
inches  x time  in days. 

Specific gravities 
of Metals are   : Admiralty brass 8.17 

Low carbon steel 7.85 

Stainless steel 7.9 

Based on Maximum Pit  Depth 

Pitting rate  (mils 
penetration per year 
(mppy) 

max.   pit depth/inter 
granular penetration 

time  ot lest  in days. 

• »/. • 
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3»       Based on Measured Change in Thickness 

Seduction of "lnickness    -Average   reduction in 
millimeters per year thickness  in mmx365 
(rompy) time  of tesi in days 

3.0    HEAT EXCHANGER TEST 

The objective of this test is to evaluate  fouling and 
corrosion of heat transfer surfaces by cooling water 
encountered in coolers and condensers, 

3.1    Heat  Exchanger Pesian 

The  heat exchanger unit  consists of twelve  18 mm 
dia 14 BWG 8. 1200 mm long tubes on 25 mm triangular 
pitch.    Tubes are  fitted with O-rings which makes 
the   removal and replacement  of tubes easier.    The 
details of the  design are  given in Fig.3. 

x2 

3.2    Operating Conditions 

3.2.1 Flow rate  of water through the tubes is an 
important parameter of study.    Depending on 
the material of construction,   flow rates of 
O.o,  1.0,   1.5 and 2.5 meters/sec.   can be 
used.    The  flow rate-  should be manually 
controlled.    To some extent,   it  is  better 
that automatic flow controllers are  used. 
Flow will  be  controlled in the exchanqer' 
outlet line. ^ 

3.2.2 The  hot medium in the exchanger should be 
2 kg/cm* steam.     It  is essential that a 
stoam pressure  regulator is used. 

3.2.3 Pressure  drop of water across the  exchanger 
will  be measured.     A suitable  manometer will 
work satisfactorily. 

3.2.4 Arrangement  for measuring the  inlet  and 
HoWvVemEer?turf  of water will  be  provided. 
^      ¿ íi     ir1ft  and  outlet "ater temper- ature  shall  not  be   controlled. 

3.2.5 nLrc¿rant¡ data»   e'9" temperature,  pressure 
onccW'feorCshm?ribed ab0V° WiU  *   --rded 

• • / •. 
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3.2.ft    Period of t^st will be minimum 30 days 
for evaluating c.steel tubes and 60 days 
for brass tubes. 

Note;    Special conditions in a plant may 
require different  conditions in the 
test exchanger. 

3.3   Evaluation of Results 

3.3.1    Corrosion 

3.3.1.1 

3.3.1.2 

3.3.1.3 

The tubes after the test will be 
removed, marked for identification, 
and split into two equal halves. 
The  slit will  be  horizontal as 
seen in the  original position in 
the tubes.    The nature of the 
fouling (deposit,   corrosion product, 
etc) »/vili be noted and photographed. 
The deposits will then be removed 
as far as possible  by rubbing with 
stiff bristle  brush under running 
water and the tube  surface examined 
carefully for its appearance.    This 
is specially important for the 
evaluation of  brass tubes where 
dezincification may take place. 
If facilities exist, the mechanical 
cleining should preferably be done 
with fine  sand blasting. 

The tubes will 
using acids as 

otherwise  be  cleaned 
given in para 2.7. 

Approximate  percentage  of total ne: 
lo< area of any localised corroded region, 

e.g.,  pitting,   dezincif i cation, etc. 
will be  determined.    Pit depth will 
also be measured and recorded. 

In  case  of  suspected dezincification, 
a   section of affected tube  will  be 
examined under mi s eros cope  and the 
depth of attack determined. 

•. /. • 
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3.3.2   Poulina and Friction Factor 

The fouling and friction factor calculations 
will be helpful in giving the effectiveness 
of water treatment and inhibitor additions. 
The test heat exchangers give necessary 
data from which those two factors can be 
calculated using standard formulae. 

4.0     CRtTEHIA FOR FINAL ASSESSMENT 

The results obtained by these tests offer valuable 
data regarding the corrosi vit y and/or scaling of water. 
The final  criteria for the success of any cooling 
water treatment should be the inspection of the 
equipment in which the  cooling water is being used. 
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ANiMEXURB M 

HOWS REIINERY 
INbPECTIC.   DEPARTKEN 

PROCEDURE, FOR SHUTDOWN PUNNING 
AND EXECUTION OF WORK  

SCHEDULE SHITOflK.-l 

(i)       organisation 
Before the shutdown  the Chief Inspector will 
constitute a shutdown team which will be headed 
by Area Inspector of the particular area as 
Shutdown Inspector.    He will be assisted by 
inspectors and inspector assistants.    Though 
inspectors and inspector assistants are assigned 
to definite areas they will be required to work 
in the shutdown as decided by chief inspector. 
In such cases the assisting inspectors after 
completing the shutdown work and submitting 
reports to the Shutdown Inspector will resume 
normal work in his own area.   A shutdown organi- 
sation shall be as follows: 

Shutdown Inspector 
(Name) 

..f:»* ,' 

Inspector (name) 

(columns and 
vessels) 

Inspector (name) 

(heater) 

Inspector (name) 

(heat exchangers 
pipelines, pumps) 

Of course the division of are?s (equipment-wise)  shall 
depend on the size of the Units. 

Copies of the shutdown organisation will be sent to all 
Departments, engaged in the shutdown for information. 

(ii)        Planning 

Each Inspector will review the past history of the 
equipment,  he will be inspecting in the shutdown 
and note down the data and highlights of the pre- 
vious findings on the prescribed field sheets.   He 
will also prepare gauging sheets and collect sketch- 
es for reference. 

• •/ • • 
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Inspection work nust be accomplished during 
scheduled shutdc n period. Actual performance 
of inspection should be effected as quickly as 
possible so that Inspection vili not prolong 
the down time. The findings and recommendations 
of Inspectors •   /-> .    result in the greater 
part of the linternvncr. work done on shutdown, 
for these reasons it is imperative that shutdown 
inspection be well planned that the Inspection 
forc.i be properly organised, that it be well vers- 
ed in inspection methods and that it is equipped 
with proper tools. /. pre-shutdown meeting may be 
arranged for briefing th/¡ members. Before the 
shutdown, cmct-rn-i..Jns voters ;. shall mark the insu- 
lation on bends, toes, junctions and other loca- 
tions as required for stripping off for hammer 
testing r.nd gauging. 

Ihe Inspection force shall move in tho shutdown 
as soon as the Unit is handed over to Maintenance. 
As soon as clearance is obtained from operating 
Department hammer testing sh;:ll be carried out 
by all Inspectors. The shutdown Inspector shall 
divide the Unit into areas and Inspector shall be 
assigned to each area for hammer testing. The 
hammer testing should be completed on the 1st 
day of the shutdown and worklist issued, if 
necessary, to allow Maintenance to start repair/ 
replacement of the lines which are not predicted 
and pre-planned. 

(lu)        Shutdown  Wnrlr   Li at. 

A detailed inspection work list shall be prepared 
sufficiently in advance cf the shutdown,listing 
all the equipment tc be opened f*s per inspection 
frequencies,   ?:.nd also the equipment whose conditions 
demand inspection/rapnir/replacement on the basis 
of previous inspection findings.    Work list shall 
clearly specify the work to be done,  method, 
materials to be used and testing on each equipment. 
The operating Department shall prepare an worklist 
showing equipment to be cleaned,  serviced etc. 
from an operating standpoint.    Worklists shall also 
be prepared by Maintenance   lisciplines like Instru- 
ment, Elee Weal,  Civil etc      All work lists shall 
be  sent to Maint. Planning Section who will convene 
a pre-shutdown meeting of all concerned Departments. 

» 
• •/ • • 
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The work lists snail be reviewed and any questions 
resolved.    Dien the Maint. Blanning Section shall 
compile all work lists and issue a final work list. 
All modifications and new installations  should also 
be included in the work list.     Hie Technical Ser- 
vices Department  issues drawings for such work. 

(iv)        Work list during  thfl ahutrinw 

After inspection if any repair replacement becomes 
necessary which was not anticipated,  an worklist 
in triplicate will be prepared by the inspector 
concerned and approval to be obtained by the Shut- 
down Inspector and the representative of the 
Operating Department.    Then it will be issued to 
the Maintenance Department for execution with a 
copy to the operating Department. 

(v)       Pect? Ion 
In case of a repair/replacement of a routine nature 
decision will be  taken by inspectors.    Any unusual 
corrosion or any other form of deteric ration will 
be immediately brought to the notice of the -.iut- 
down Inspector who will also  inspect the affected 
equipment and take decision on repair/replacement 
if deemed necessary.    Shutdown Inspector will keep 
the Chief Inspector informed of unusual conditions 
and progress of the shutdown. 

(vi)      Pgat Shutdown, estinti 
An equipment purchase and repair committer shall 
be constituted with representatives from Operation, 
Maintenance, Stores, ToohnJcal Services, as members 
and Chief Inspector as Chairman of the committee. 
Following the shutdown the- Chairman will convene 
a meeting and submit recommendations for major 
repair/replacement tc be made in the next shutdown. 
Necessary actions for material procurement, pré- 
fabrication, drawing shall be taken by the con- 
cerned Department. Inspection shall also follow 
up and ensure that the equipment/material aro 
available during the next shutdrwn. 

I 
• •/ • • 
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(Vil)       Shutdown TngpeetlPn Rf prrt 

Inspecter shall proparo p. report fer the equipment 
inspected by him with all findings recorded by hin 
in the field nctes.    He shfu.1 work cut corre Sion 
rates,  repining life spun and predict future 
repair/replacement.    Shutdown Inspector will review, 
compile them and submit, tv  the Chief Inspector for 
approval. 

The final report shall be sent to  the Manager of 
Engineering Services. 

The report shall include the following parts: 

1•        Title page   : 

Table of contents. 2. 

3. 

k. 

5. 
a) 

Shutdown period and interruptions during 
the last run (fratt, off-stream period and 
reasons). 

Summary : Highlights rf obsrvation and 
reccrnaiendations. 

Detailed findings (equipmen:-wise). 

flqftfrer 

i.    Hibes-Tnternal r.nd External. 
ii.    Return  jends. 

ili.    Plugs, Holding members & screws(Stopper, 
Traverse & Bolts) 

iv.    Masonry. 
v.    Appurtenances(tubes hangers,  supports, 

burners,   skin points etc.) 
vi.   Stack, 

vii.    Foundation and structure 
viii.    Hydres tatic Test. 

b) Columns 

i.    Shell & Heads 
ii.    Trays 

iii.    Appurtenance;s(»r.nways, •team coils etc) 

c) ItealfilÄ 

P 
i.    Shell & Heads 

ii.    Appurtenr ncos 
• *f • t 
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d)     Hiflt íünh^gB Egulpagnt 
1.       tuteli 

11,      Tube Bundle 
111.      Shall c^ver. channel be«, abusiti 

cover, floating Bead. 
lv.       Test. 

o)     Üflfil ft mungi 
f>    SflfiW Ycives 
f)    RfteUni wauipaent 

7*    àflUfllBfttid RittaHYfliBlnBi 
••    laiitiirifi mirnhnii rttnmntntlntlmi 

• 

f 
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ANNEXUBE W 

INSPECTION HIGHLIGHTS OF MAY 1Q7*  SHUTDOWN 

Inspection Specialist has been fully associated in advis- 
ing in day-tc-day problems o.nd also during the Hay shut- 
down.    Some of the highlights cf the findings and recommend- 
ations are given belcw: 

(i) In the Kerc z< ne of the main Column cf Unit 10, 
the shell hatf ^fcuig^d. inside,  apparently caused 
during 1973 war,  and the ss H 10 cladding ir.side 
torn.    Details ^f the  repair carried cut are 
being requested for study and advice. 

(ii)        All heat exchangers do not hr.ve  tost rings which 
makes testing for tube leaks time consuming.  Rings 
for all exchangers were recommended. 

(ili)      Shell side fouling in exchangers is generally 
mild and no proHlew in cleaning with hydroblast 
is experienced.    Fouling is however severe In 
stabiliser overhead condenser shell.    The problem 
of stabiliser overhead condenser will be studied 
in detail p.fter pertinent data are collected. 

(iv)        Tube side fouling of coolers and condensers was 
comparatively heavy and some of the tubes were 
found tc be completely plugged. 

This is connecte«» with water side problem.    CSO 
would study in detail the operating conditions 
and water treatment to find most economical solu- 
tion to the problem.    Possibilities of chemical 
cleaning will also be examined based on acale 
analysis,  locally available facilities and experi- 
ence & economics. 

(v) The minimum gaged thickness at the cuter radius 
on a long radius bend was it.5 mm against original 
10 mm on overhead vapour line of unit 100.    As 
the material had reached retiring limit as per 
API standard, replacement of affocted portion was 
rf commended. 

Corrosion of 0/H vapour line is low and causes 
of attack in this localised area would be examined 
in detail and recommendations,  if any, given. 
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(vi)        The  top section   * the  crude  frrestimating tower 
was reported r's .roblfiin area.    Tnis section is 
lined with 600 x hjo x 3 monel plates.    On 
inspection kê % of lining v.:.s found to have 
'nUsf'ê.     Previous repair procedure consisting 
of drilling small holes in the lining, hammering 
the lining b-.ck Intr   «hap«   and closing the 
drilled holes with copper plug did not improve 
the  situation.    Hie lining procedure- recommended 
is  that ::uli-ei   section -f the lining he cut out, 
shell inspected wit ultr?.ootiic'illy gauged from 
outside  for any reduction in thickness of the 
c.s.   shell and thon re lined using  100 or 150 nm 
wide mcnel strips without plug welding or with 
wider sheets with pi  1 welding. 

Alternately in the balt-'ou    plate cut holes 20 mm 
dia 100  to  150 mri apart  (in t*-\:   nlar pattern for 
I+50 mm wide existing plate)    *e?t    the lining hack 
and then plug weld the  strips to the shell.    The 
plug welding should he done  in tvo passes,  the 
first pass being made around  the periphery of the 
hole,   to provide required joint between the liner 
and the  shell.    The hole is then filled by the 
2nd pass,   the welding starting in the centre of 
the sheet and then progressing outwardly to the 
edges.    Mcnel electrodes (Monel 198) will be used 
for welding.   Determine any loss in thickness by 
ultrasonically gauging from the external face. 

(vii)      Bridge wrll of t ,o heater en un t 100 was inspected 
the roughly.    While brickwork was generally in good 
condition slight inward tilting at tube support 
location was observer1. 

It wps ••cc-ramended that misalignment of bridgewall 
and deflection of tube sup.-crt he recorded periodi- 
cally.    From the condition it was not considered 
necessary  to change the tube sheet or to re-do 
the bridßewall.    The convection tubes were consider- 
ably fouled and adequate cleaning is essential 
during shut downs to improve heat transfer and to 
prevent attack en the tubes during shutdowns due 
to acidic nature of the deposits. 

Washing cf the tubes with very dilute ammoniated 
water may prove to be adequate.    Preventive measures 
against undue soaking of refractories should be 
tSeS!    Heating up should be as for new lining. 
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ANNEXÜBE ir. 

PM HIGHLIGHTS OF MAY 197«? SHUTDOWN 

During the May 1975  shutdown CSO site loader helped in 
preparing the shutdown work list for pumps and n werk- 
plan and bar chart  schedule.    In addition,  ad vico en 
majcr day-to-day prcblems requested for was alie   given. 
8ome of the highlights of the specific prcblems  studied 
and advises given are as under: 

(a)     Flnnge on a ÍDearin¿ house had cracked.    This shows 
the importance c.f chocking and controlling flange 
face with respect tc  the bearing location arfa. 

(to)      Two coupling failures occurred due to oaking of 
grease and consequent less of lubrication.    A 
periodic PM check on coupling conditions avoids 
this type of failure.    Ihe PM list c^nt'.ins this 
inspection and the PM schedule ensures periodic 
checks. 

(c) Use of 'Molykete'   or similar molybedenuim dis- 
alphide grease on mating surface for high tempera- 
ture rotating equipment was recommended to prevent 
galling.    This should net be used for s.S., nickel 
and ceppor alloys where attack due to sulphide is 
possible. 

(d) For overhauling of four nos. of reciprocating 
compressors in the LPG plant,  attention was drawn 
to checking of i tu is, e.g. bearing clearances, 
condition of cylinder liner, condition of piston 
•hoe and babbit, alignment of crank and condition 
cf cross head and its clearance etc.    Need for 
check by magnaflux and dye penetrant of the weld 
repaired area of one of thr. damage piston was 
emphasised. 

(e) Regular vibration survey of critical equipment 
is useful and for this purpose purchase of a hand 
held vibration meter was suggested. 

(f) For field work, use of pneumatic wrenches and 
torque multipliers for bolting instead of slogg- 
ing spanner being presently used would speed up 
work. 

(g) Use cf Decrcn or nylon belts instead of wire slings 
for the handling of tube bundles was suggested and 
this has been agreed by the Refinery hanagement. 
The aquablasting machine is put to good use for 
cleaning. 

• •/ •. 
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(h)     Danger involved in any hese leak cf hydroblast 
operated at 6O00 psig was printed cut. 

(i)      Numerous bearing failures with resultant shaft 
scoring in some cases have be on experienced.    In 
good majority rf the cases such failures can be 
avoided by systematic and periodic checks of 
lubrication,   bearing condition,  cooling water 
flew and ri buatten.    Thtso checks are included 
in the check lists finalised. 

(J)      During discussion Horns Refinery management 
requested for a manual listing all columns and 
exchangers for units 10 and 1Ö0.    Qie manual 
will include  information en material,  size, quanti- 
ty, bolting rmà gasket details alongwith detailed 
maintenance job breakdown with standard time for 
job steps. 

(k)     Specialists have been requested to help in making 
a S/D work plan for Unit 10 scheduled fcr Sept. 
1975.    In this connection werk lilts have been 
requested for well in advance. 
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INSPECTION DEPARTIT 

VESSEL, çHEçK »§T 

UNIT   : 

VESSEL: 

DATE   î 

1- SHELL  AND HEADS 

a) Visual Inspect  inside  surface 

b) Measure  thickness 

c) Inspect lining/cladding 

d.y Inspect internals 

2- iWNWAY AND OTHER NOZZLES 

a) Hammer test 

b) Measure  thickness 

c) Check gasket faces 

3- INSPECT EXTERNAL 

Insulation 

4- Hydr->.   test. 

REMARKS 

IZZT 

Ö 

* 
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Seal-w»lding practice £; Sealvœld to first valva all 
thrtided connections on equipment,  nipples and piping 
wfcieh cannot be  blocked off, or beyond the first valve 
as required for systems which cannot   readily bt blocked 
off { 

•ealwelding practice £; Sealweld all  threaded connections} 

* 

SIHVICB Above 
Ground 

TEMPERATURE iUËSSURES SEAL WELDING 
PRACTICE 

Bslow 

1) Hydrocarbons 
all columns AU Ail A 
I vessels 

2)  Hydrocarbons Above Under 450°F 100-230 psia   A 
excluding 
volatile 
Hydrocarbon Above Under 450°F Over 230 pi ig B 
such as 
L.P.G.,Fu«l Above Over 450°F Ail B 
Q*s & Hydro- 
gen Below AU Ail B 

3) Volitili 
Hydrocarbons Above All under lOOpsig A 
such as L.P.G 
Fuel Gas & -il? 
Hydrogen. Above AU Over 100 pi ig B 

Below Ail Ail B 

4) Hazardous 
Chemicals Above AU AU B 
including 
Ciustic & 
Acid and 
Mixtures of ;    Below Ail f       Ail B 
these with i 1 
Hydrocarbons 1  
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CODE OF  FACTICE 

§&N .IEM *&££$. JiS P5ey.py.^a-iMrj&RiLiis 

1.0    INTSpDUÇTICN 

The   failure of  heater tubes   by stress rupture   is  often 
duo   to inadvertent operation  at higher temperature  as a 
result of  coking or severity of  operation and  is  caused 
bv factors stress and temperature  indicated  respectively 
by  pressure  gauge  reading^nd a   skin thermocouple   indication 
tube wall temperature. 

installation of the  thermocouples for tube ^ tempe rature 
therefore  has to be  done with extreme   care   so  that  a correct 
and deoendable   reading is   obtained and the  heater firing 
can   be'controlled in   order to prevent tube   burst. 

2.0   œsi^LPFjiATEffi 

The  design  of  a  heater is   based  on  certain  maximum 
conditions of  product   temperature    pressure   and throughput. 
The   temperature   of heater tubes which govern,   uubc   life 
is  higher than  that   of the   product and d,¿^nd;  •^at 
flux which is  non-uniform  over the  length of   the   heater, 
the  maximum being 3 times  average  flux  in  a   vertical 
flame  heater existing  on  the  outlet tubes  at   1/3 height 
from the floor v/hen  the tubes are internally  clean. 

Normal design   criteria  provide  for more  than  ten  years 
life of the heater tubes. 

3.0    OP Milk :_ A 3&&££ä 
Following operating  factors  influence  the  design   conditions 
and have a good bearing  on  tuoe   life: 

3 • 1    Lnç^rrecjt__^^jmj:U. J.ns_ _¿.n_jte.si.ln. 

3• 2    Flame Impingement 

This can be due to incorrect design or operation 
and can be corrected by improvement in operation or 
changing the design (usually burner). The external 
refractory coverings can also prove helpful. Flame 
impingement cannot bo taken into account for deter- 
mining tube life and this must  be  prevented. 

...2 
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3'3    Corrosion 

3.4 J^o w .^tjrc_^i_yel_ocit_y. Ah£nu.ä!\ ÏPP.°.S. 

This  is   sometimes observed  due   to unequal flow through 
the   coils  of  multipass heaters   resultinq in  bad h-at 
transfer especially in the   down   flow tubes giving  rise 
to  higher tube wall temperature.      This should  be 
prevented by design and/or  operation. 

3.5 Coking 

Coking  or internal scaling  by  creating a barrier in  heat 
transfer from tube wall to  product,  raises tube-wall 
temperature thus lowering allowable  stress value   and 
if  uncontrolled can  lead to tube   burst. 

3.6 Increase   in operational  sc_v_c_rit_y, 

jVith the  increase in  operating   conditions like throughput 
and product temperature skin  temperature lenerally gets 
raised  because  of heavier heat  flux.     This  can  also  lead 
to   coke   formation and,   if  uncontrolled,   can   load  to 
premature  tube   burst. 

4.0    SELECTION OF TUBE JUATEH1&. 

Tube   materials in  the  heaters   operated under corrosive 
conditions and/or high temperature  .-.re generally  2¿ Chrome 
1   Moly,   5 Chrome  ¿ Moly,   9  Chrome   1  Moly or austonitic 
steels. 

5 • O    CCNTRC1  OF _ TCjv^^TURE 

Allowable  stress or stress  rufture  life decreases  with 
increasing metal temperature.     Mene   it is very vital 
to  have   proper skin  couples to   control tube  wall 
temperature. 

5.1    A  standard design of  skin   couples is  shown  on drawings 
CSO-004,   Sheets 1 and 2 whereas   sheet 3 gives instructions 
for installation.    It  is necessary that the   skin   couples 
arc   fitted at  places of maximum température.     Under ^ non- 
coking  conditions or uniform  coking conditions,   maximum 
temperature is on the  outlet tube at  l/3rd  height   from 
bottom.     However,  in  some   heaters,  maximun  coking  may 
occur in  intermediate  tubes,   c.q.,   in the heating 
section  of a  Visbreaker and  not   in the  soaking  section. 
Experience  on the unit is  then   the  guide for location 
of   skin   couples. 



5.2    Normally the   limitation  of   skin temperature is,   by design, 
based on  100,000 hours  life  but  operational needs  may 
require to exceed the  normal  limitation.    Any increase 
in  temperature  will   of   course  reduce   tube  life  and 
hence  inspection   procedure   should   be established to 
measure creep and prevent  stress  rupture  failure  by 
timely renewal  of  tubes. 

5.2.1    Maximum temperature  limits  on the   basis  of high temperature 
oxidation are  shown  in the  following table:- 

\ 

Material 

2i Cr 1 Mo  steel 

5 Cr * Mo  steel 

9 Cr 1 Mo  steel 

18/8 Cr-Ni   steel 

Scaling Resistance 
upto -  °C 

635 

650 

705 

870 

5.3    It may be  noted that the skin  couple   readings  are  not 
100$ reliable and the   operator should  check  between  the 
correct and incorrect   readings and  ask the Instrument 
Department to  investigate the source   of  incorrect 
indicati on s. 

6.0 INSTALLATION 

6.1 Standard  design  thermocouples ere   manufactured  for 
measuring skin  temoeratures.     Since  indications 
obtained from these   are   of  gre-^  importance   in   control- 
ling the  one rat i on   so that  tube   skin temperature  does 
not'exceed ,->nd  cause   tu!v   burst,   their installation 
has to be   in   correct   r.ianncr s^ that faulty reading 
and/or prelature  failure   of the   couples may not 
result. 

6.2 Good performance   depends on   correct  ordering and 
installation.     The  drawings  show directions for 
ordering and installation. 

6.2.1    Care  should be  takon  that maximum metal to metal 
contact is ensured be tv* en the   "p^d" and the  heater 
tube.     The pad should have   correct  curvature   to fit 
closely on the  tube,     //elding installation should  be 
supervised to prevent high welding temperature. 

...4 

à 
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6.2.2    The  clamping ensures contact   of tht thermocouple 
tube with colder heater tube  wall till it  reaches 
the  shadow zone.     The double  hairpin  of  thermocouple 
tube  safeguards against  damage by thermal  movements. 

6.3 Thermocouple  tube  is rather brittle when   cold and 
therefore the inspectors and repair crew should take 
care not to  damage these  during shutdowns. 

6*4        Inspection  should be fully consultad and this work 
of installation must always be with inspection 
approval as  regards procedure. 

\ 

A 
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is 
INSTALLATION Of THERMOCOUPLE -FOR 

MEASUREMENT OP SKIN TEMPERATUR! OF PUWIACE TUMS 

li 

* 

«ÈLDIN3-PAD-TYPE THERMOCOUPLE WITH MAGNESIUM OXYDE INSULATION 
IN AISI 310 STAINLESS STBBL MASTELLOY-X CLADDED SHEATH HAVING 
AN OUTSIDE DIAMETER OP 4.7» tan (3/16»).     THERMOCOUPLE TO EC 
•TIPGRDUNDID«. 

«RE MATERIAL: 

• )    NO.  24  »S GAUGE  (0.44-0.5 m) PLATINUM/PLATINUM 13* RHODIUM 
HIRES IN ACCORIAMO: WITH NBS STANDARDS:    , 

b)    No.  20 BS GAUGE  (0.8 M) CHROMEL ALUMEL/WIRBS IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH NBS aRCUUR 561.  . >• 

THE «IRE MATERIAL AND LENGTH OF TOTAL THFRMDCOUPLE SHALL  BE AS 
SPECIFIED ON REQUISÌ TION. 

f 
AjFTEJtJHfi LOCATION SELECTED ON THE FURNACE TUBE HAS BE» 
MRWINHLY CLEANED WGRINDING, THE «PAD« SHALL BE CAREFULLY 
«MUSCLAS SHOW* TO M TUBE ALONG ALL FOUR EDGES WITH A wTm 
BtVWtr-Ni ELECTRODE.    TACK «ELDING IS NOT SUFFICIENT.    THE 
WfiLDXNO PROCEDURE SHALL CONFORM TO SHOP PRACTICE,    ORI SHOULft 
BE TAKEN THAT MAXIMUM METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT IS ENSURED BETWEEN 
THE «PAD« AND THAT THE THERMOCOUPLE IS NOT DAMAGED BY THE HIGH 
•ELDING TEMPERATURES. 

A PORTABLE INSTRUMENT MAY BE USED TO INDIO IE THE RISE W I 
THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE AFTER «BIDING BAO! EDGE AND THE WEXDIMO 
OPERATIONS SHOULD BE INTERRUPTED FOR A PERIOD OF 5 MINUTES IF 
THE MUSURED TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS SO0°C. 

AFTER WELDING,  THE COUPLE SHALL BE SENT AWAY FROM THJ FLAMMEI« 
OP TNI TUBE TO THE SHADOW SIDE AND BE PROPERLY ATTACHED TO THE 
TUBS BY MEANS OF CLAMPS,  THB ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE COURE CONNECT. 
I4N BUNG IN CONTACT WITH THB TUBE FOR THE PURPOSE OF COOLING, 
TO RELEASE THE COUPLE FROM STRASSE*, AN EXPANSION LOOP SHALL 
BR USED TO PROVIDE A FLEXIBLE CONNECTION  TO THE COMPRESSION 
FITTING IN THB THBRNDCOUPLl HEAD EXTENSION PIECE. 

IMBRSIWMA UNITED 

f    NEW DELHI 

STANMD DESIGN OF SKIN 

CSÖ-004 

DRAWING 

4.09BAU3 

REV. 

DISTRIBUTION coo« 
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GSO/COP-17 

PERIODIC  T¿STI»0 OF GAS CYLINDLRS 

1.0 fííDRAULIC STRàlCh  IK. 

1.1 Bach cylinder shall be subjected to a hydraulic stretch 
test by the water jacket method in every five years. 
No pressure greater than the working pressure shall 
have been applied   to the cylinder before  the test. 

1.2 The water jacket method is that in which the cylinder is 
enclosed  in a vessel filled with uater and which is 
fitted with a ga.ige glass projecting from its upper cover. 
The change in volume of the cylinder on applying and 
after removal of the internal hydraulic pressure are 
measured by the chsnges in level of the water in the 
gauge glass. 

1.3 The permanent stretch shown by the test shall not exceed 
10 per cent of the total stretch under the test pressure. 

1A   JjBJLb Pressures 

1A.1    Cylinders for gases which at the usual working 
temperature and pressure remain in a gaseous 
state in the cylinder shall be subjected to a 
hydraulic strotch test and the  test pressure 
applied  shall be 210 kg/cn)2 or the.   test pressure 
stamped on the cylinder whichever is higher. 

1.1+.2   Cylinders for gases which are generally reduced 
to the liquid condition by the pressure used in 
charging them into the  cylinder shall be subjected 
to a hydraulic stretch test by  the  "water-jacket" 
method and the test pressure applied shall be 
calculated from the formula; 

P = 2 ft/D-t 

where P = test pressure in kg/sq.cm. 

f s 2362 kg/sq.cm. 

t = thickness of cylinder wall in cms. 

D = outside diameter of the cylinder in cms. 

Test pressures calculated from the formula are 
given in Table 1. 

The tost pressure for cylinders for carbon 
dioxide,  nitrous oxide  and ethylene is 236 kg/cffl¿ 

in all cases. . 
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JA 1.5    Oxygen,  nitrogen rind LPG cylinders which are filled by 
~ the Itefinery shall bt   t- st-d by the Uè finery Inspection 

Department.    Other gas cylinders shall be tested by the 
outside agencies filling them. 

1.6 No cylinder shall bs filled with gas unless such 
cylinder has been subjected by the person filling it 
to the hydraulic test specifiod in para 1A within the 
preceding five years nnd has passed that test. 

1.7 Test pressure and drt> of the last hydraulic tost shall 
bo clearly ¿.tamped on thu neck end of evory cylinder. 

1.8 All tost r-'.sjlts  shall be recorded in th" proscribed 
form shown in i.ppondix A. 

\ 1.9   Inspettion Department shell maintain e record of all x cylindc rs. 

1.10 Any cylinder which fnils to pass the hydraulic tost or 
which for any other reason is found to be unsafe for 
use shall be destroyed or rendered useless. 

1.11 fraa&rnUpn for legt 

Cylinders shall be cleaned for inspection so that inside 
fe and outside surfaces and r.ll conditions can be observed. 
• This sha1! include removal of scnle and coked paint 

from the exterior end the thortjgh removal of all 
internal scale.    Cleaning by high pressure water Jot is 
preferable.    Oxygen cylinders shrxll bf. finally flushed 
with carbon tetris chlorida to remove traces of oil which 
forms n combustible mixture with oxysen. 

1.12 jfcst Procedure 

i)        Fill up the cylinder with water. 

ii)      Put the cylinder into  the vnter jacket. 

iii)    Connect the cylinder to  the pump. 

iv)        ;iose  the  lid of the jnckct. 

v)        Fill up the jacket with water nnd vent. 

vi)      ffcad  the »¿atwr level in the  gauge glass and 
record (Vi). 

vii)    Start the purap and raise the pressure  to the 
required test pressure. 

^viii) btop the pump when the test pressure  is attained. 
Read the writer level in tht-  gauge glass rnd 
record (V2). 

'.. 
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ix)        Heiesse  the pressure and read  the water level 
the gauge gir.ss  r»nd record (Vo). 

in 

N 
/would 

.   .    Total  stretch 

? e rma ne n t s t r e toh 

V2 - Vi 

V3 - Vi 

If the permanent stretch  (V3-V1)   is more than 10 
per cent of the  total stretch  (V2-V1)   thr cylinder 
shall be considered unsrfe   for filling and shall 
be rejected. 

2.0 VISUAL INSPECTION 

2.1 Bate mal 

Cylinders shall br   inspected externally for corrosion, 
dents, bulges or any other defect thrt might crerte  a 
weakness which/render it unfit for sorvice.     This 
inspection shall be carried out at least every time  the 
cylinder is periodically retes ted. 

2.2   internal 
Cylinders shall be inspected internally for corrosion 
or any other internal defect at least every  time thp 
cylinder is periodically retes ted.    This  examinption 
shall be made with a light of sufficient  intensi tv  to 
clearly illuminate   the  interior wslls.    Flamr.ble g?s 
cylinders  shall be  purged before being examined with 
a light.    Lamps for flamable gas  cylinders  shall be 
va iour-proof. 

2.2.1    Corrosion 

If corrosion is  observed the acceptance of the 
cylinder shall be bnsed on the combination of 
the hydraulic  test :nd  the  judgement of the 
Inspector.    Ultrasonic  thickness measuring pnd 
flaw detector devices may he used  in measuring 
and evaluating  any specific defect. 

2*2.2    Internal Defects 

Internal defects other than corrosion are 
uncommon.    Any such defects can be evaluated  to 
some degree by the following 

2.2.2.1 If the bottom of the defect can be seen 
it may be possible  to evaluate the 
defect with judgement. 

2.2.2.2 Where  the bottom of the defect cannot 
be seen and where its extent cannot be 
measured the cylinder shall be rejected. 



i 4   :- 

2,2.3   Hammqy |fBfr 

i vfî! JeS   °ons}sts of tapping a cylinder with 
a light blow of a 1/2 kg. hammer.    A cylinder 
emptied  of liquid  content with      clean internal 
surface will have a clean ring.    Cylinders with 
internal corrosion will givo a duller ring 
depending upon the amount of rust accumulation 
Such cylinders  shall be investigated. 
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acCO:íAE¡;üED pil'jîO   ->£ FOR MAXIEM UTILISATION 
up    - r TFîT rvmmbC v M wiz?r-wo 'runica OF 

1.0    INTRODUCTO. V 

* 

rhf   .:Cr-0.;;.:    fur.":ac;..   tv ..:-,  jt   r  frciitr unit have  been 
in   s:, .evie:   ,-,i.;."     ,.'.r¡- ,   '. '.,    :y. c> :i;.:ate].y for  16  years. 
The   unit  nos   be'-,".   sTfeie,'  f r r  certain   periods,   however, 
an  accurate   ree-.:r-"ì   ;.'   1   c_". tii.ijs   c >u  J not   be   obtained. 
Sine:   the   p- "''i ^d  of   o¡    Ta,'. .i   i;-~ corvicc  exceeds  TOO,000 
hxjrs,    .:  reco'iii --!'<...-ti.jn  v.'.v;  '.^k'd  for continue.!   use   of 
;he tuber   ir,   service   for an   :-s:imated  future   period. 

The  maximum  operating  conditions  of  "'he  tubes arc 
foil ovvino,: 

F-201 

39.0 

F -202 

37.0 

No gage 

416 

502 

F-203 

36.0 Inlet  pressure  kg/cm2 

Outlet  pressure kg/cm2 

Inlet  temp.   °C 288 

Outlet temp.   °C 505 

The  tube dimensions are  as follows: 

F-201 

Outside dirimeter, mm 152 

//all  thickness,   mm 15 

2.0    DESIGN CflireaiA FOfl NE'.V TUBES, 

According to accepted  standards,   the  nominal design 
stress  corresponding t    operation with clean tubes 
usually the   lwr of the  following  stress values: 

F-202 

219 

19 

490 

504 

F-203 

219 

19 

i;     100% of  the  stress required to produce  a  creep 
r.-te   of  0.01%'AûOO hrs.   based upon a  conservative 
average   of  reported test  as evaluated  by an 
a ut ! io :ri t a t i ve   c oni'- it te e , 

ii)  63% of the  average   stress  required to produce 
rupture   at the  end  of 130,000 hrs or 80# of the 
minimum  stress  required to produce  rupture   in 
100,000  hrs.     Modem trend  is to  calculate 
allowable   stresr. on  the  basis  of 60% of the 
average   stress required to produce   rupture   at 
the end  of  100,000 hrs. 

. » / • • 



3.0 

4.0 

* 
4.1 

For many years,   engineers have needed a  succe ssful 
method of determining the   residual   life  of components 
subjected to  creep.    It   Is especially difficult to 
decide when  to  replace   components  in  the   most  economical 
manner when  there   is uncertainty about their particular 
thermal history.     In the   past,   Generally,   a limit of 
100,000 hrs  has   been  cet   as a  limit   for creep  life  in 
the   absence   of  rcliabl'.   < *p- ri^ntal  data    nd/or 
experience.   This  is  beo-   se   the  creep rupture   tests  data 
were  available   only upto   100,000 hrE •     however,   it has 
been established  recently that the   most  critical failure 
oarameter is  the   1% creep strain  rather than the time 
limit.    Further data for neri od s   over 100,000 hrs are 
also available.     On these' basis,   it   has  been  possible   to 
extend the   service  life   of material   in hio.h temperature 
service tube  heater and  superheater tubes to more than 
100,000 hrs. 

It  is generally observed  in  Refinery heaters that actual 
operating stress is considerably less than the   design 
stress.    The  following recommended   procedure   is based 
on this fact  and newly available   stress rupture data   of 
5Cr-±Mo material  (finalised in March 1974  by ISO) for 
periods upto 253,000 hrs,   given in   attached figure. 

.14.1.1 Determine  external  tube diameter and tube wall 
thickness  preferably to an  accuracy of  J. 15 mm. 

4.1.2 Calculate   operating stress for the   measured wall 
thickness using the  formula   given   below: 

or 

l"/hc re. 

t = PD 
2"5E + 2 YP 

2 SE = PD    - 
V 

• 2 YP 

S - Operating stress  in ps i 
E = 1.0 
P ss Ope r- ••ting pressure in psi 
t ss tube wall thickness in inch 
D S3 O.D. in   inch. 
Y s •\7 

4.1.3 Multiply the  operating stress by 1.67 to determine 
the   maximum allowable   stress. 

. • /. • 
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3   :- 

4.1.4 Assume the tube (not wall) temperature about 30°C 
above the minimum operating temperature or actual 
value,   if   available. 

4.1.5 Based on  the  new design  rupture   stress and  tube 
wall temperature de terrain«-.   the   rupture  time   from 
s tres? /ti me /tempe re tu re   curve  for creep rupture   of 
5Cr-0.5Mo   qiven   in  the  attached   figure. 

4.1.6 

\ 

4.1.7 

4.1.8 

As original  and  subsequent  periodic tube  wall thickness 
measurements arc not   available   for first  calculation   of 
rupture  time   consider th-t  present thickness has 
operated  for the previous  run. 

For future   campaign   consider the   change   in  wall 
thickness  expected due   to   corrosion   and  oxidation 
rt  the  end   of  the   campaign  to  determine   rupture 
time.    Average   corrosion   rate   can   b'-   determined 
from change   in  wall   thickness  since   commis si oninq. 

Tot sil  remaining  life   for the  tube  will  be   rupture 
time   (as  determined   from 4.1.5)   minus   operated  time. 
However,   ai  each shutdown   it is   to  be   ascertained 
that the   remaining  life   is  more   than  twice   the   period 
of  next   campaign   between   inspections. 

4.1.9 urement  show the   change  to   be  more  than  2% 
the   tub.-   should   be   discarded 

If  OD meas 
of   original  diameter, 
even if   the   remaining  life   is  favourable. 

4.1.10 It  is important  that   internal   surface   is fret   from 
sulphide   scaling which  can   cause   i aerease   in  heater 
tube tempera tur,   le. Gültig  to rupture   or decrease   in 
tube   life.     The   internal   surfac-   should   b    inspected 
at each   shutdo,vn  and  if  the   scale  thickness is  over 
1  mrn the   surface   cl   an-: d  or tube   taken   out  of   service, 

4.1.11 One  or two tubes fr:.rn maximum  severity  -reas   (thought 
to have   experienced      ie   Highest  metr"    temperature)   should 
be   removed during the   next  shutdown   and the   material 
tested motallographically for  spherodisation  and also 
for mechanical  properties,   i.e.,   yield stress, 
ultimate   tensile   stress,   # reduction   in elongation 
and area  and  impact   value. 

4.1.12 From the   available   limited minimum wall thickness 
measurements and taking the  bulk tube temperature 
tobe   b60°C (a  conservative  figure),   the   rupture   life 
of the  tubes will  be   more than   180,000 hours of actual 
service   (calculated  from 16mm   7T 219mm OD tubo) 



N 

5.0        In  case  metallographic/mechanical testing indicate 
adverse tendency,   further test  should be   carried out 
for extending  service  life.    One  or two tubes will   be 
removed from the  area  or areas of  heater tubes thought 
to have experienced the  highest metal temperature   (as 
for example   section  of  outlet tubes directly opposite 
a  burner)   end   -''accelerated"  rupture  tests performed 
on the   sample   tubing.     Here   accelerated   rupture  test 
means  getting  creep r oture   data in  a  short time  relative 
to that unaer design   temperature and  stress conditions. 
This  is achieved  by increasing  the  test  temperature 
to values  higher  than  th..   -<.sign.     S.«..   From the 
"accelerated11   creep  rupture   data   of  used  tube   and  of 
similar new material,   a  fraction  representing the 
remaining   cree-;,  life   is   obtained; 

. .J1- îit .life.. XttJ  
LiTe   oTncw mate ri ni  under 
the   same  test  conditions   (Tt) 

This expression  can  be   linked t) the   service   condition 
by the   'life-fraction»   rul.   to get the  following 
cxprcssion : 

t s 11 yr    '*"    -ifr = 1     where ts - time   in   service. 
or ^s  = ts Ts = rupture  time   under service 

1-tt conditions. 
TT 

tt = time  to rupture   of  sample 
from used tube   in   "acce le rated;l 

te st. 

Tt = rupture  time   of new tube   of 
same  material under "accelerated" 
test  conditions determined 
from attached figure 

The  method has been developed  by CE GB,  UK and 
arrangements can  be  made  to  get  samples tested 
according to this method.     It will  require 6 to 8 
months for arranging and completing the  test. 
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ANNEXURE M 

TABLE NO.l 

N 

USED; üwstíeanaA 
NOMINAL PIPE SIZE MIN.  ALLOWABLE   THICKNESS 

1Mb m.m. Iprch m.m» 

1 

1*/ 

13 0.07 1.75 

20 0.07 1.75 

25 0.08 2.00 

32 0.09 2.30 

li 38 0.09 2.30 

2 50 0.10 2.54 

2* 62 0.10 2.54 

3 75 0.10 2.54 

4 100 c:n 3.05 

5 125 0.14 3.55 

6 150 0.15 3.80 

8 200 0.18 

0.19 

4.55 

IO 250 4.80 

NOTE:  The  above  minima  arc  the   same  as those given 
in A.P.I.  Recommended Practice for Refinfry 
Inspections,   Part I- process Equipment 

Hammer testing is recommended for nominal 
pipe sizes of  £" to 3* inclusive. 
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CSO/RP.15 

VIDflATiaN MONITORING AND ANALYSIS 
(Non-destructive  Inspection) 

1.0 g'MKTW 
1.1 All types of rotating machinery have  acceptable limits 

of vibration.    Machinery vibrati^ due to mechanical 
defects is  common.    Increasing vibration severity 
invariably announces impending trouble.    Vibration 
monitoring is the  key to machinery control.     Periodic 
vibration checks detect signs of trouble before failure 
can occur.     Mien trouble is indicated,  vibration 
analysis pin-points source   if trouble . 

1.2 Vibration is generally caused by; 

Unbalance,  which is the most common;        B6nt shaft; 

Misalignment; Bed gears; 

Loosenest; Electrical trouble; 

Bad anti-friction bearings; 

1.3 Parameters of Vibration are: 

- Di spio ce ment    ..    Maximum deviations,  peak to peak, 
measured in mils  or microns. 

- Frequency ..    The number of times the  vibration 
repeats itself,  expressed as cycles 
per minute. 

- Phase ..      . scribts the  vi jration of a moving 
pert with reference to a fixed 
reference. 

,    -    Velocity ..    Speed at which part is vibrating, 
expressed as in/sec.  or mm/sec. 

1.4 Each mechanical defect causes vibration in its  own 
Ç articular fashion.    Vibration frequency is usually 

he  same as that of part RPM or a  multiple.    Larger 
the displacement and velocity,  more   serious is the 
trouble.    Vibration is often  comolex  since  various 
parts cause  vibration.    Hence    vibration analysis can 
reveal the   offending part.    Vibration  standards provide 
guidelines to whether an  overhaul is required  or not. 

1.5 Vibration measurement and analysis help in a sound 
engineered maintenance  system,  providing adequate 
warning in time.    Vibration monitoring is done with 
equipment running and this does not  involve stoppages. 

•. / « » 
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2.0 VJ BRATION MONITORING PTO3RAM.E 

2.1 The  salient features o' the  programme  are:- 

Detection - periodic vibration checks help in controlled 
maintenance. Vibration gives early warning of impending 
danger and thus helps in  scheduling  repairs in advance. 

Analysis - A complete frequency analysis  is performed 
when periodic  check indicates trouble. _   A vibration 
analysis can  pin-point misalignments,   imbalance, 
looseness and  bad  bearings. 

Correction - The first two steps protect  and analyse 
the equipment   condition.    Corrective  action can  be 
planned. 

2.2    Vibration  Pick-ups 

Different types  of  pick-ups and applications arc necessary 
depending on  machine. 

In  centrifugal   compressors with sleeve   bearings,   most 
common defects are  imbalance,   oil whirl  or misalignment. 
Because  visually the rotor is of light mass and  casing 
heavy,   it  is necessary to measure   shaft  vibration.    A 
new contract type   pick up is  used to measure  shaft 
movement with respect to bearing. 

in fans,  the   common problem is imbalance.    Unbalance 
forces  can  be  easily measured,   as displacement at the 
bearing housing. 

Motors,   pumps and other similar machinery suffer from 
imbalance,   bad bearings,   misalignment,   looseness. 
Vibration velocity is a  good indicator of  condition. 

2,3    Vibration Limits 

Naturally after acquiring data,  it  is necessary to 
have limits on what is tolerable,   and what values would 
indicate  requirement of  corrective  action. 

An initial vibration analysis is required to establish 
realistic values.     It is normal to monitor equipment 
when it is in  good condition and fix a  level of 2 or 3 
times,   this vibration as the alarm limit.    This value 
should however not fall in the rough  or very rough 
region  in the  general  severity chart for machinery. 
This severity chart provides an excellent guideline. 
A copy of the   chart prepared by IRD Mcchanalysis 
International,  USA is available with the  Horns 
Inspection  section. , 

1 
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2.4 fflEasuremsnt Locations 

Ust   lly bearing housing    arc   selected  because  it it 
through the   bearing hoi ,ings that vibration forces of 
rotating elements ore transferred.     Typically readings 
are taken in the  horizontal,   vertical and axial 
directions. 

Imbalance  is exhibited as high vibration  in the  horizont- 
al plane.    Misalignment shows up in the   horizontal and 
vertical planes.    Also the axial vibration is 50% or 
more of the  horizontal and vertical  vibration levels. 

2.5 Vibration Identification 

Vibration identification chart (Tabic D   6hows the 
amplitude,  frequency and phase characteristics of most 
detects. 

Change in machinery condition produces  -hange in 
vibration levels and thus vibration is 3  good indicator 
of equipment condition.    Trend of vibration level over 
0 period of time  is important.    Constant  vibration level 
would indicate  satisfactory condition,   vhoreas a machine 
heading for breakdown would show a  rising trend. 

Vibration tolerance is the  level below which there  is a 
reasonable   confidence  in a machine's satisfactory 
condition.    Vibration tolerances arc  usually available 
from equipment manufacturers,   industry experience from 
the general machinery vibration severity charts. 

Vii ration velocity is      good  indicatoi   of equipment 
condition,   regardless of equipment  speed.    Different 
components  like  anti-friction  be?  inqs,   journal and 
thrust  bearings,  thrust collars,   shaft   sleeves,  mechanical 
seals,   gear teeth,   coupling are  subjected to different 
vibration frequencies.     In  soite   of these  various 
possible   sources,  and vibration frequencies',  a  single 
set of velocity standards can tell  us whether a machine 
is running smoothly or corrective  action  is required. 
Velocity standard given in  Table  2 can  be  used as a 
guideline  to develop ones own  standard  based on 
experience   over the  years. 

J 
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